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''Opportunities Unlimited''
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lheater arts, history, Englisf, sociology, chemistry, child
development, mathematics, c rrc ct ions, med1cal technolo~y
urban studies, accounting, ag iculture, nutrition, dietetics.
technology, gerontology, heal h care, physical theraphy, an
imal science, home economic , personnel management, urban studies, communication, roadcast JOUrnaysm, music,
physical education, criminal ustice, computer science, nur
speech education, bookk eping, Black studies, busines

administration, biology, seer tarial administration, industrial education, pre-professio a! science, language arts,
elementary education, second y education, business education, social science, special
alion, banking and clerical
practices, teacher education, eneral education (BALE) vocational education, music edu
urban agriculture,
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LaVerne Washington (left), the only
alumnus pictured, performs nightly at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Kansas City.
La Verne exemplifies just ONE of the unlimited opportunities available to students at LU who are climbing the "ladder of success".

" It's All in the Mind"
It's all in the mind
These frustrating games we play each day
To become a better person .
Trying to understand and prove that we can
But there are so many obstacles that we must overcome
We must be as one!!!
And most importantly, we must succeed
Because there are those who are just waiting for our defeat
just waiting for us to fail
And slip right into hell, being eternal.
It's all in the mind
These trying times we undergo
So many, many things we must know
To cross over to the other side
Struggling to survive
Never losing our pride.
Working to reach that ultimate goal
Sacrificing our daily habits
For a period of an undercover life,
Not knowing what to expect - but expecting the worst.
And during these trying times
We will not settle for less
In our struggle to become a part of the best
Instead we will march on , strong
Holding our heads up high , singing out loud with spirit and pride
Persistent to succeed.
And during those final moments when all hell breaks lose
We will survive.
And when we cross the sands we will understand
That the mind game was only a game
And realize that from the start
It wasn' t in the mind
It was in the heart.
- pamela
(Pamela Hill - LU Student)
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The Library
When Langston University opened in 1898, students were
asked to bring their own textbooks. There were forty-one
books to be used by the Elementary and Normal departments.
The first library was in a small basement room of the original
Page Hall. Materials consisted mainly of those donated by
well-wishers.
During President Young's tenure in 1923-24, he stated that the
$1,000 spent for the library during his term in office was the
"first money spent for the library in many years." During the
period from 1923-27, the Langston Alumni Association came
to the aid of the library. The association had some 500 members, graduates of all departments of the school. It took as its
goal the "attainment of a first-class library." The campaign to
improve the library had borne fruit by 1929, when the catalogue boasted an increase in holdings to ten thousand books
and the first full-time, trained librarian had been hired (1923).
The new G. Lamar Harrison Library was opened in 1949. The
biggest jump in acquisitions and services came under the leadership of Elmyra Todd Davis, who supervised the increase of
holdings from 8,000 volumes in 1944 to approximately 90,000
volumes in 1961.*

G. LAMAR HARRISON LIBRARY

As of April 1983, the Library can boast of 140,349 volumes;
subscribes to over 380 periodicals; also, the library subscribes
to Bell & Howell's "Periodicals on Microfiche" program. In
this program, the library receives many of its periodicals on
microfiche and library users access these materials by using
one of the many microfiche readers in the library. Paper copies
can be made of each fiche through the use of the microfiche
reader/printer which came as part of the program. On May 26,
1981, because of her dedication and devotion to the library and
to quality library services, the lounge in the G. Lamar Harrison
Library was officially dedicated as the "Elmyra Richardson
Davis Lounge."

''Langston University: A History by Zella Black Patterson
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The Jazz Band In The ''Windy City''

The Jazz Ensemble, Clyde Montgomery, director, and the Concert Choir, Brenda Jones, director,
performed in Chicago April 8-11, 1983 for a number of invitational concerts. Arrangements were
executed by Oklahoma Clubs, Langston alumni and three other Oklahoma groups. Members of
the Jazz Ensemble are pictured above: Clyde Montgomery and Michael Brackeen; Gary Brown, Billy
Banks, Dennis Foster, Kim Brown, Michael Wilkerson and Stanley Gladney; Patrick Johnson, Daryl
Baker, George Scroggins , and John E. Harris; Troy Brown, Ron Bruce, Omar O 'Neil, Vearl Tolbert,
and Robert Williams

Billy Banks, Stanley Gladney and Vearl Tolbert

Michael Wilkerson enraptures the audience with his
musical interpretation of "Georgia."
Dr. G. Lamar Harrison, former LU President who now resides in Chicago, attended the performance.
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The Choroleers Of Langston

The Choraleers were organized as a community choir during the Fall of 1982. The
purpose of the group is to allow persons of all ages who are interested in singing to
sing and enjoy life in mutual harmony. Kneeling: Jeff Cooper, Michael Wilkerson,
Michael Brackeen, Keenan Foster, Angelo Brown, Greg Hill. Standing: Doreen Martin, Geraldine Porter, Yolanda Brown, Christina Franklin, Sheila Jones, Avis Turner
and Chiquita Cotton. Joseph L. Brown, assistant to the vice president for student
affairs, served as sponsor.
The Choraleers return for encore number "Chattanooga Choo Choo."

President Holloway presents a plaque to the directors of the Choraleers, Geraldine Porter and Keenan Foster, as an expression of appreciation for their participation in the observance of Black Heritage
Month.

The Choraleers received a "standing ovation" for their interpretation of "Great Day" rendered during the 1983 " Founders Day Breakfast."

How Sweet It Is!
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WHY IS COACH JOHNNY BURKS SMILING?
Could it be because the Langston Lions just dumped
the Southeastern Oklahoma State University Savages? Could it be because this victory was the first
rung on the ladder in the NAIA District 9 Playoffs?
Could it be because this was Langston University's
first tournament appearance since 1971?
Could it be ALL of the above?
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''And The Beat Goes On''

Gladys Johnson, PR Director, attends the Lions vs. Savages playoffs with Shirley Brown, a friend visiting her from California.
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Francisco Vega

Cassandra Lawson

''Mr. And Miss Langston,
1982-8J
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Cassandra Lawson, a senior from Oklahoma City, is a business administration major. She is a member of Phi Beta Lambda,
Young Hall Dormitory Council, a residence hall assistant and a member of Alpha Zeta Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc.
Cassandra demonstrated her poise and
beauty as she performed a modern jazzballet dance with Ted Oulds of Oklahoma
City (left) for her talent portion of the
competition.
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Francisco Vega is a senior from Detroit majoring in corrections. He is a
member of the Baptist Student Union, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
baseball team and Beta Epsilon Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Bottom photo shows Vega and Michael Strong of Washington, D . C., per- ,;
forming during the talent portion of the competition. They presented a
comedy routine, " Blues Brothers", which captivated the audience.
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Trudy Smith was the team' s choice for " Football Queen" 1982.
Trudy, who is a very special young lady, served as vice president of the Student Government Association
and was elected to the presidency for the 1983-84 school term. She is also an active member of Alpha Zeta
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Trudy is from Spiro, Oklahoma, and a junior majoring in social science.

Trudy is pictured with students in Spiro where she accompanied LU recruiters to inform
them of "Opportunities Unlimited" at Langston University.
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Sheila Tracy Jones of Oklahoma City was crowned "Miss
Black Langston University" before an estimated crowd of
over four hundred.
The "Miss Black Langston University" Pageant was held
in the I. W . Young Auditorium as one of the scheduled
events in the observance of Black Heritage Month.
Miss Jones' talent portion of the Pageant consisted of a
portrayal of "Dorothy" and the singing of the hit song
"Home" from the Broadway Show "The Wiz."
Sheila is a freshman majoring in nursing. She will represent Langston in the "Miss Black Oklahoma" Pageant
later in the Spring.
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Sheila is pictured singing with the "Langston Choraleers".
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Original Entrance
Declared Landmark

The Historic Preservation Review Committee of the Oklahoma Historical Society has declared the " Colored
Agricultural and Normal (C.A & N.) University entrance pillars at Langston University eligible for inclusion
in the Oklahoma Landmarks inventory.
The campaign to get the historic pillars at Langston University included in the inventory was spearheaded by
James Franklin on behalf of the Rising Star Lodge #22, Prince Hall Grand Lodge Free and Accepted Masons
of Langston, Oklahoma.
Sandy Stratton, Oklahoma Historical Society, stated that the Oklahoma Landmarks Inventory is an inventory
of cultural resources in the State of Oklahoma. The inventory serves as a type of protection for the historic
sites.
The gateway pillars of the C.A. & N. University, located on State Highway 33 between the east and west
entrances to the campus, were erected in 1932. One pillar was contributed by the 1932 spring graduating class,
and the other by the 1932 summer class.
President Holloway stated that it is our plan to expand this site by developing a "Flag Mall" which will
further enhance this historic landmark.
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ACTIVITIES

"MR. AND MISS LANGSTON" 1982
Cassandra Lawson and Francisco Vega
Riding with the royal pair is Mrs. Zella B. Patterson , one of LU's favorite daughters

"MR. AND MRS. LANGSTON" 1981
Michellene Tipton and Kevin Lee
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Terrance Jones, Drum Major for the LU Band

Jeff Jones and Shawn Fennell

Tracy Brown and Anthony Hunter
Kim Brown smiles for the cameraman

The Homecoming Parade is an annual event with a
large number of high school bands, state officials
and organizations participating

Timothy Moon, #52, takes a breather

Homecoming visitors included a busload from Ardmore: Lois Bennett Liggons; Charles Cox; John
Earl Thompson; Dora
Palmer, the mother of
Football Coach Billy Hurte;
John Earl and Monroe
McKissic.

LaVerne Wa shington, " Mi ss
Langston" in 1977-78 , returned to the campus with her
performing group Rococo as
special guest for the homecoming concert. La Verne is
the featured singer with Rococo which performed prior to
the featured group Al Hudson
and One Way.

Jesse Dillard

The Rococo group: Raynola Smith, Alvaleta
Guess, jesse Dillard, LaVerne and former
drummer with Sly and Family Stone Anthony " Zapp" Warren .
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LaVerne started her career at Langston
University in 1974 as a broadcast journalism major and music minor. She
worked with the college jazz and blues
bands, which traveled throughout the
U.S. on the college and nightclub circuits. With her vocal and musical abilities she won many contests and awards,
one of these being crowned " Miss Langston University", which was responsible
for her picture being chosen from many
others to grace the cover of Ebony Magazine in April of 1978. After graduation,
she returned to her hometown, Kansas
City, and organized her own group.
LaVerne & Rococo have shared the bill
with Rosalyn Burroughs, Phyllis Diller,
Millie Jackson, to name a few, and have
performed in the most exclusive nightclubs in Kansas City. The group also
performs for many organizations regionally and nationally as well.
The group is well known for originality,
diversity and being able to coordinate
the music to fit the mood. LaVerne combines pop, rhythm & blues, jazz, soul
and even original music to come up with
an innovative mixture that fills the room
with warm enthusiasm and keeps one
coming back for more.
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AI Hudson

Charles Coleman, a LU senior and Founder/ Producer of South Shore
Productions, Inc., was Master of Ceremonies and Producer of One
Way's appearance on campus.

Sorry about the pictures, AI. It seems as if the cameraMEN only had eyes
for " Candy" Edwards, the female vocalist for your group. However, after
your electrifying concert Homecoming night, we were happy to hear you
say that you would be honored to assist in that effort and would be
delighted to return to LU for another concert.

The group is made up of Hudson, Kevin McCord, Dave Robertson, "Candy", Corky
Meadows, Cortez Harris, and Greg Green.

"Candy", let it whip!
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Thomas " Hollywo0.d" Henderson gets a laugh from President Holloway during his
address at the 86th Founders Day celebration. This year's Founders Day was celebrated
with a " Prayer Breakfast" with Henderson as guest speaker. " Hollywood" Henderson, a
former LU student, left Langston to join the Dallas Cowboys. He has also played for the
Houston Oilers, Miami Dolphins and San Francisco Forty-Niners.

After the Prayer Breakfast, " Hollywood" signed autographs, talked and
posed for pictures with students, staff and former teachers. Pictured
here with Henderson are Kimila Abernathy, a student from Muskogee,
and Roosevelt " Big Daddy" Nivens

I
Hollywood", Sandi Price (LU grad), Willie Weary (Director for Residence Halls and
former Quar terback for the Lions), and "Big Daddy"

Leroy Hicks, Director of Choral Music at Douglass
High School of Oklahoma City for over twenty years,
receives the " Distinguished Alumnus Award" presented by President Ernest L. Holloway. Mr. Hicks is
just one more example of Langstonites who are excelling because of the " Unlimited Opportunities" received at LU .
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Winter And
Spring Sports
Banquet

Alvin Attles, vice president and head coach of the Golden State Warriors, was guest
speaker at the 1983 Winter/ Spring Sports Banquet. Attles stated, however, that he
might be leaving his job as head coach of the Warriors and moving up to the front
office.
Attles, speaking primarily to the young athletes, said that he feels blacks should go to
the smaller black schools " because in the predominately larger white colleges you
don' t get the recognition you could possibly get, or the attention on the court or in the
classroom."

Johnnie Burks, head coach for the men's basketball
team, felt that there was no one outstanding player for
the team so he awarded the entire team with individual
trophies. Pictured are Carl "Spoon" Bentford, Donnie
Neal, Coach Burks, Nathan Wilson, and jeffrey
Hughes. Not pictured is Kenny Trapp, NAJA District
9's leading scorer.

Bonnie Thomas receives the Highest Scholastic Award from Coach B.
Hills, women' s basketball coach. Also pictured is Shelby Lauener, Player and Personnel Director, who served as Master of Ceremonies for the
Banquet.

Alumni Coaches Receive Awards

William M. Lee graduated from Douglass High School in Lawton as an AllState football player in 1948. He is also a graduate of Langston University.
He coached for twelve years as a head football coach at Frederick Boyd High
and Lawton Douglass. He won five conference championships, five district
championships and three state championships. Lee coached the last AllState Black Team in 1955 and in 1964 was the Daily Oklahoman's Coach of
the Year. "Coco" Lee and his wife Peaches live in Lawton where he is
Director of Minority Affairs/ Counseling at Cameron University.

Frank Luster graduated from Oklahoma City Douglass and Langston University. He coached for 28 years as a head coach and eight years as an
assistant. Coach Luster coached football, basketball, track and tennis. He
has coached at Wheatly School, Beggs High School, Douglass of Ardmore,
and Ardmore High School. He won conference titles nine years in football,
thirteen in basketball, and two years in track. He won district championships eight years in football, eleven years in basketball and two years in
track. He won football state championships four years. Frank and his wife
Jacqueline reside in Ardmore where he has retired from coaching.

Charles Davis, a native of Boley, graduated from Langston University with
a B.S. degree in mathematics and chemistry. His 21 years as head coach has
taken him to Boyd High School, Frederick; Moon junior High School,
Oklahoma City, Kennedy junior High School, Oklahoma City; Classen
High School, Oklahoma City; and john Marshall High School, where he
presently coaches. He was named Coach of the Year in 1968; Little All-City
Coach of the Year 1978 and 1983; State Basketball Coach seven out of the
last 13 years; and has coached his team to State Championships in Class 4A
in 1978 and Class SA in 1983. Charles and wife Constance reside in
Oklahoma City.

Johnnie Johnson graduated from Douglass High School in Geary, Oklahoma where he made All-State in football and basketball. He attended
AM&N College in Pinebluff, Arkansas, where he was selected to the AllSouthwest Conference team. Coach johnson received his Bachelor of Science degree from Langston University. He was named Coach of the Year by
the Daily Oklahoman in 1976, Oklahoma City Times in 1977, Tulsa World
in 1979 and the Co-Coach of the Year by the Oklahoma City Times in 1983.
He has been named Coach of the Year for the Capital Conference in 1976
through 1979 and, again, in 1983. Johnnie and his wife Bettye reside in
Oklahoma City where he is pastor of the St. Mark Baptist Church.
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Summer Commencement '82

Dr. Bolton congratulates Curtis Harris.

Addressing the summer graduating class was a 1954 alumnus Dr. James A. Bolton, Professor of Urban
Education at California State University in Los Angeles, a position he has held since 1969.
Dr. Bolton, a native of Tulsa, is a graduate of Booker T . Washington High School. He received his Master's
degree in English from Atlanta University and the Ph.D. in Education and Social Psychology from
Claremont Graduate School of California. He is also a licensed marriage-family-child counselor.
Aside from numerous non-teaching professional assignments, Dr. Bolton is an active participant in
community services. He has directed group therapy sessions for parents identified as child abusers for the
Foothill Family Service Child Abuse Program in Pasadena, a Federal Government funded program which
has been written in Social Case Work Journal Oune 1978). Clients from the program have presented their
experiences on the Phil Donahue Show.

Getting It Together

Dr. Bolton warmly greets Mrs. Rachel Mast during reception
following commencement.

President Holloway, Regent J. D. Helms, Representative Freddye Williams and Dr. Berry talk with members of the faculty.

E iLL DDALL IN OUR PO ER TD
JHNTRlN R D ELEVATE THE
SiRHDRR D or OUR PRDFE551D

Dr. Mary Frances Berry, Commissioner for the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights and one of America's
leading educators, was the Commencement speaker.
The university also had the honor of hosting Dr. Berry, who is also the former Assistant Secretary for Education, as a " Distinguished Visiting Professor", three
times during the 1982-83 school year.

Before Commencement Convocation, a special penning ceremony was held for the
fifteen graduates who received Bachelor of Science degrees in Nursing, the first
graduates in one of the newest programs at Langston.
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Annual
Retirement Banquet

President Holloway presents a gift to Mrs . Thelma Arterbery on behalf of the
university after 41 years of service to Langston.

MONDAY EVENING
7:30P.M.• MAY 10. 1912
WUllAM H. HALE snJDENT UNION
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY

LANGSTON. OKLAHOMA
Mrs. Emma P. Hopkins accepts her gift from the President after 14 years of
employment at the university.
Retirees Dr. Louise Coleman and Mrs. Thelma Holly attend the Retirement Banquet as special guests.

Faculty and staff persons who retired this year but are not
pictured include Dr. Willa R. Combs, Mrs. Thelma
Cumby, Mr. A.M. Gla sco, and Dr. Elwyn Breaux Welch .
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The show was a huge success, if Monica's facial expression is any
indication.

Tammy Stinson

Robert Williams, a LU sophomore,
was producer of the show "Thriller" .
All but one of the pictures appearing
on this page were participants. The
show gave students the opportunity
to be any celebrity they chose to be.

David Brewer

Debra jackson

Edwana Rogers, Tammy Stinson, Doreen Martin, and
Robert Williams

Darnisha
Dever
and
Robbie
Anderson

CLASSES

Seniors
"Mr. and Miss Langston"
Cassandra Lawson and Francisco Vega
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Akinbuyi Akinbobola
Animal Science
Nigeria

Suheed Adelekan
Business Adm.
Nigeria

Montika Allen
Elementary Ed.
Langston

Billy Banks
Music
Oklahoma City

Larry Bashorun
Business Adm.
Stillwater, OK

Roque Bernardez
Broadcast Journalism
Los Angeles, CA

Karen Blanchard
Business Adm.
Langston, OK

David Britt
Elementary Ed.
Langston, OK

Gary Brown
M usic
Tulsa, OK

Kim Brown
Music
Langston, OK

Remmy Campbell
Computer Science
Langston, OK

Constance Clark
Broadcast Journalism
Langston, OK
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Jerome Divinty
Business Adm.
Los Angeles, CA

James Dowling
Broadcast Journalism
Okmulgee, OK

David Cox
Technology
Oxon Hill, Md.

Johnny Deal
Correction
Beaumont , TX

Jonathan Erivin
HPER
Liberal, Kansas

Anthony Fields
Broadcast Journalism
Langston, OK

Sharon Franks
Elementary Ed.
Langston, OK

Carla Garrison
Art
Langston , OK

Stanley Gladney
Elementary Ed.
Tulsa

Terrian Gray
Computer Science
Langston, OK

Thomas Hall
Agriculture Economics
Langston, OK

Edwina Hancock
Computer Science
Cushing, OK

Shelia Hughes
Child Development
Denver, Colorado

Norbert Johnson
Business Adm.
East St. Louis, Ill

Cassandra Lawson
Business Adm.
Oklahoma City

Etta Mewborn
Business Adm.
Langston, OK

Mohamed Moghadam
Technology
International

Mohamed Abdirazak
Business Adm.
Spencer, OK

Timothy Moon
Corrections
Dallas, TX

Vietta Moore
Business Adm.
Spencer, OK

Omubo Olungwe
Animal Science
International

Rhonda Purvey
Special Education
Langston, OK

Lewis Robinson
HPER
Guthrie, OK

Portia McGautha
Accounting
Linden, OK
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Ricky Robinson
Business Adm.
Langston, OK

Genevieve Scott
Nursing
Tulsa, OK

George Scroggins
Music
Idabel, OK

Stanley Stevens
Broadcast Journalism
Chicago, Illinois

Angela Spivey
HPER
Tulsa, OK

Avis Turner
Corrections
Denver, Colorado

Francisco Vega
Corrections
Detroit, Michigan

Debra Wheeler
Elementary Ed.
Ardmore, Ok

Michael Wilkerson
Music
Denver, Colorado

William Gross, Jr.
HPER
Langston, OK

Donald Moncrief
HPER
Detroit, Michigan

Ronald Moncrief
HPER
Detroit, Michigan

Cleth a Payne

HYPER
Langs ton , O K

Kare n M cCarroll
Busi ness Adm .
La ngsto n, O K

Lula Simmon s
N ursi ng
M uskogee, OK

Bett y O swald
Nursing
Cresce nt, OK

Shirley M ae Fry
Nursing
Gut h rie, OK

Thomas Hall (center), a senior agricultural
economic major, wa s presented a $750
scholarship by the Ralston-Purina Company. The scholarship was based on Hall's
scholastic achievements in the field of agriculture. The award was presented by Di rector of Operation s for the Great Plains
Area of the Ralston-Purina Company W .
T. Green , Jr. (right). Pictured also is Richmond Kinnard , Chairperson of the Department of Agriculture.

Patricia Gilbert
N ursing
Guthrie, OK

Student Government Association Officers for the 1982-83 school year were installed during the first general
assembly. The officers were Doug Hemphill, Chief Justice; Angelo Brown, Activities Director; Trudy Smith, Vice
President; Harlan Ballard, President; Regina Hudson, Secretary; and Avis Turner, Treasurer.

Lisa Swain, the daughter of Alice and the late Robert
Swain, graduated during the Spring Commencement
Summa Cum Laude. Lisa is a broadcast journalism major
from Oklahoma City. Congratulations! Lisa.
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JUNIORS

Kimila Abernathy

Abiodun Sigi smund

Adeyemi Rafiu

I
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Agbo Victor

Donzella Allen

Deborah Ausbie

Vanessa Ausbie

Angela Brison

Stephanie Carter

Emmanuel Chime

Valerye Darrell

Kary Davis

Benson Egbe

Martin Ezedum

Mojtaba Fardadfar

Craig Finley

Wiletta Gibbs

Sharon Granberry

Pamela Hill

Anthony Hunter

Carlos King

Myrtis Kirk

Diane Lawrence

Ruth Lee

Jose Leonard

Gary Lewis

Kenneth Marshall

Monica Marshall

Franklin Hill

Kenneth McCall
45

Leonard McRae

46

Karen Moore

Laura Moore

David Montgomery

Phillip Muse

Olajude Olaniran

Maurice Palmore

Gwendolyn Peoples

Princella Porter

Muyideen Sanusi

Darwin Sellers

Debra Smith

Flechia Steward

Eric Thompson

Marilyn Tims

Rochelle Walters

Wa nda White

Lee W right

Stanley Whitfeld

Steven Whitley

Gwendoly n Vick

Marcella Sampson (far left), Chairperson of Youth Motivation Task Force (YMTF), talks with
Regina Hudson, a junior gerontology major from Tunica, Mississippi; Eugene Blackwell, an
accounting major from Washington, D. C.; and Karen Moore, a junior nursing major from
Tullahassee, Oklahoma. All three students are members of the Dean's Honor Roll.
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" Powder Puff Mechanics Seminars" were held during the months of June and July under the supervision of Dale Northup,
manager of the NAPA Machine Shop of Guthrie. Two of the participants were JoAnna House and Carla Miller

Dionne Miller, Oklahoma City sophomore, Santos Motley, Tulsa junior, and Patricia Alford, Detroit senior, get
together for a final review before taking the elementary
statistics exam. Motley is a math tutor.

Barry Tisdale, junior psychology major from Prarie View, Texas,
provided entertainment for the Christmas Dinner held in the Hale
Student Union. Several other students and organizations participated in the program during the festive occasion.

SOPHOMORES
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Aki Aban

Osagie Abamu

Oladeru Ademola

Ismail Ali

Robbie Anderson

Paula Armstrong

Tracye Beasley

Prudence Brown

Quinton Brown

Lynne Carter

Tony Clark

Terrence Clark

Philip Cole

Chequita Cotton

Colleen Craig

Judith Davis

Awil Deria

Ramona Dillon

Julie Dixon

Travis Doolin

Ronald Drink

Medgar Ellis

Shawn Fennell

Sharon Gibbs

Quentin Gray

Tracey Hankins

Marquette Higgs

Toni Hill

Kenneth Hill

Jacquelyn Hollimon
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Carla Humphrey

52

Farah Hussein

Darrell jackson

jeffrey jones

Kessewaa Kesse

Paul Knowles

B. Gregory Langley

Ronald Lohor

Mark Maloy

Marion Martin

Teresa McElroy

Kimberly Moore

Samuel Nwankwho

Bolanle Olaniran

Joseph Onyekwelu

Ike Onyekachi

Janet Pelshak

Archellus Ponds

Saul Powell

Birdie Pradia

Julius Roberson

Tanya Ruffin

Raphe! Samuel

Regina Scott

Christopher Sheppard

Mark Staten

Marcel Taylor

Billy Thompson

Keith Troupe

Tremel! Turner
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Canice Ughnou

Carmen Walls

George Ward

Dana West

Lance West

Carla Wilson

Chrondra Winters
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.

James Webb

Michael Wilson

James B. Tomlin , an 18-year-old native of Boley, OK, and a sophomore
premedical student at Langston
University, was appointed national
president of the Health Occupations
Students of America at the group's
annual national convention held in
San Antonio, TX. The professional
group currently has a membership
of over 30,000 people from 28 states.
As president of the national organi zation, Tomlin is required to serve
as a member on the board of directors . He expects to be called upon to
make public speaking appearances
at several state group conferences
and at other health related activities.

FRESHMEN
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Mohamoud Aden

Angela Adkins

jesse Adkins

Michael Allan

Housein Aptidon

Cyril Amadiegwu

Lisa Anderson

Zina Armstrong

Arven Autry

Sammy Balfour

Lawai Balogun

Abdekarim Barkhad

Lewis Bell

Octavia Blunt

Robert Boyd

Samuel Brackeen

Carla Brown

Carl Burdex

lbiba Brown-West

Christopher Casey

Mack Brown

Marilyn Chambers

Troy Brown

Teri Clark

Gina Cooper

Lernita Collins

Allessio Craven

Ramona Crawford

Darren Crisp

Wesley Cullars

Freeda Davis

Harold Demery
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Lisa Dixon

Donna Dorsey

Arnold Doss

Jacqueline Edwards

Bartholomew Egwuh

Mojtaba Fardafar

Sylvia Fields

Jacqueline Fipps

Fayemi Folasade

Arthur Forte

Dwight Foster

Fredrick Franklin

Shelia Frazier

Milton French

Phillip Dorsey

Rodney Dorsey

Rita Fuselier

Adrian Gentry

Naomi Graham

Sheila Harris

Rosalind Harrison

Rita Higgs

Leroy Hill , Jr.

Reginald Holloway

Darryl Humphries

Dale Hurd

Chika lgwilo

Tanya Jackson

Janet Jackson

Patrick Johnson

Jacqueline Jones

Terrence Jones
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Abdisabur jowhar

Young Koru

Gregory Lawrence

Brian Littlejohn

Thomas Lott

Debbie Maloy

Sayan Maxwell

Demetris McConnell

Michael Moore

Marla Moreland

Donald McKeever

Terry Moss
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Ahmed Y. Mohamad

Ifeanyi Muonelo

Donnie Neal

Michelle Newman

Benson Nganda

Eric Pace

Carrette Perkins

Alicia Pickett

Eric Robinson

Patricia Robinson

Tyrone Rogers

Beverly Robbins

Teresa Russell

Monica Sanders

Barbara Sango

Manus Scott

Angela Sells

Willie Sells

Garland Shaw

Sayris Shaw
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Lois Taylor

Bettie Smith

Charles Smith

Solomon Smith

Bernard Tomlin

Marquette Trotter

Ralph Smoote

Roderick Stearne

Godwin Uba

Florence Viney

•'
• ••
•• • •
•
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Tammy Stinson

Richelle Surrah

Abdullahi Warsame

Yassin Warsame

Sukhuminda Weera

Orville Whitley

Health Assess ment Class student, Treva Gainer of Tulsa, gets some
in-class training on giving health examinations from class instructor, SuAn Arnn, an associate professor of nursi ng at the Tulsa
Urban Center.

DR. ROOSEVELT MACK
Director, Tulsa Urban Center

Tulsa Urban Center Provides
Unique Learning Atmosphere
Computer Science Instructor, Ted Livingston, with Cynthia )obe, computer
science major from Tulsa.

"This the place to be in the eighties. It is drawing scores of
people while other colleges are slowing down," according to
instructor David Mercaldo. Dr. Mack, Director of the Center,
attributes the growth in part to a long-term attitude at Langston
for showing personal concern for each student. According to
Mack at the time the center was begun, partly because of civil
rights regulations, Langston University was assigned an urban
mission by the Board of Regents . He comments, " It was a
negative stimulus, but the university turned it into something
very positive."
Students from every walk of life pour down the hall ways.
There are mothers, fathers , many policemen in uniforms and
varied ethnic groups . Students are going there for a variety of
reasons, but it seems their needs are being met. Mack says that
students tell him they are pleased with the quality of instruction
the center has afforded.
" For a long time the need for state higher education in Tulsa has
been unanswered," Mack says. For the past four years the center
has been addressing that need and, without a doubt, opportunities are unlimited.
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john Anderson

Sherrie Cole

Leola Benjamin

Marna Bateman

Dwight Doolittle

Myrna Doremus

jeffrey Carney

julie Down

Serving Tulsa with
Continuing Higher Education
Ebekekeme Ere

Clare Emmott

Debra Evans

Opportunities Unlimited
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Treva Gainer

jane Freeman

Theresa Foust

Jan Figart

Angela Fields

jose Garcia

Donnie Hamman

Yvonne Herlong

Cynthia Jobe

Mary Johnson

Cooper Kanwhen

Opportunities Unlimited
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David Mercaldo

Gloria McKee

John Miller

Mollie Miller

Ray Murphy

Jalal Rad

Geneva Reed

Debra Robison

Patricia Scott

Lola Simmons

Marcy Wilson

Opportunities Unlimited
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OKLAHOMA CITY

Sylvia A. Lewis
Director, Oklahoma City Urban Center

The Center is housed in the James E. Stewart Industrial Building

Lawrence Cudjoe
Evening Supervisor of the Center

Faculty And Stoff

Mattie Butler

Dr. Opio T oure

Oren Johnson

Dr. Lessie LeSure

Ronald Beeson

Mary West

James Pettus

Dr. Freddye Cudjoe
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Terrance Aikens

Celestine Anyamuw

Bene Alamah

Sikirat Ashekun

Faiz Ali

Florence Alexander

Richard Bailey

Jennifer Beane

I
Larry Briggs
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Willie Briggs

Tina Bruner

Willie Carter

I

Alice Cobbs

Milton Coleman

Ruth Davidson

David Dawson

Martin Ezedum

Hoyt Ferguson

Rosetta Funches

Wanda Garrett

Charles Greene

Rosemarie Hudson

Chineyse lwuchukwu

Sabinus Iheanacho
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Johnnie James

Steven Manning

Roderick McGary

Marvin McGill

Sylvia Menser

Gbode Monsi

Abedo Moubarek

Artemis Monson

Raphael Obi

Cecil Robinson

Hermnth Shani

Patricia Smiley

Queen Taft

Bennett Ughamadw

Humphrey Uzor

Joyce Wallace

The Oklahoma City Urban Center offers "Opportunities
Unlimited!!" "Students talk a lot about 'upward mobility'
and bettering themselves and how they're glad to be a part
'lf an extended family. They certainly aren't typical college
s, •Jdents. They're mostly in their late 20s and early 30s and
m<.. ;t work during the day. Many had to cut short a college
career at some earlier point in their lives, and have now
decided to return to the classroom. Staff and students in
Oklahoma City, though, don't want the main Langston
campus shut down and moved to either Tulsa or Oklahoma
City. Blacks still need the 'historical identification' with the
main campus school," according to a Daily Oklahoman
reporter Jim Killackey.

Janice Williams

Calvin Wright

Recipients of Awards of Appreciation are Robert Simmons, Equal
Employment Opportunity Officer,
Tinker Air Force Base; Alford
Mitchell, Director of Training for
FAA; Dr. Tom Payzant, former Superintendent of Oklahoma City
Public Schools, and Leonard Benton, President of the Oklahoma
City Urban League. The awards
were presented during a luncheon
honoring Dr. Tom Pazant, who was
an original member of the Urban
Center Advisory Board. Dr. Pazant
resigned as Superintendent of
Oklahoma City Public Schools to
accept a similar position in San
Diego.
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Sectoon A

Jenkin Lloyd Jones

0/cla/Joma's Colleges Target of Judicial Tyranny
.S. DISTRICT Judge John H.
Pratt of the District of ColumU
bia has further extended his control
over higher education in much of
America.
In an order issued March 24,
Judge Pratt said unless nine states
meet his "desegregation" standards
within 18 months he will call for a
stoppage of all federal funding of
higher education in those states.
Since Oklahoma is one of the nine,
its long and expensive eUorts to
comply with uk ,.ses emanating from
Judge Pratt form an interesting example of judicial tyranny.
Oklahoma had been, before the
Brown decision of 1954, a typically
segregated Southern state. Its earliest Legislature established Langston University for higher education
of black'students.
Langston strugg led along for decades, a diploma factory chara!'terized by abyssmal standard achievement scores and beloved chiefly by
black politicians who took full advantage of the patronage. A few
years a!;O, the stat.' refunded $1.2
mill(on to the federal government
for undocu ment ed "s tudent loans:·
Thos~
graduates distingni,hefl

THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN

themselves largely by their own efforts and in spite of thei r alma
mater.
When the South was dragged into
desegrega lion by the Supreme
Court, no Oklahoman was surprised
when black students enrolled in the
major state universities. That was
the moment Langston and its unpopular sisters should ha ve been
plowed under as anachronistic relics or Jim Crow.
But Judge Pratt, a Harvard graduate, native of New Hampshire and
an appointee of LBJ, apparently
took a fancy to Langston and was
determined it be preserved. It Is not
known whether he ever visited
Langston or even Oklahoma. Hi! certainly doesn't pay Oklahoma taxes.
When practically no white students enrolled at Langston, Judge
Pratt was incensed. To placa te him,
th~ state regents first tried oUering
advanrE'd courses at Langston. That
proved an expensive flop . Then,
what was called a branch of Langston was established in Tulsa in an
errort to create racial statistics that
'\ouid please Judge Pratt. Langston 's reputation haunted this costly
piny

If Oklahoma and other Southern
states had assumed throwing open
all colleges and universities to
black students would desegregate
them, they didn't count on the numbers game, developed to a high science by Judge Pratt and other social planners in Washington .
Judge Pratt's newest order follows arguments by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund that only a federal
court-supported threat to remove
federal funds from what the NAACP
considers offending states will produce racial justice.
And what are evidences of injustice?
In Oklahoma, federal officials
complain an insufficient number of
black students who enter college actually are graduated. No one has
charged a double standard or grading. Presumably, a high black dropout rate is prima facie evidence

black college professors. Nothing is
said abo ut qualifications.
Assuming Judge Pratt does penalize the nine states, where can he
point to a violation of the Constituti on unless he hold s that anything
that displeases him is contrary to
the 14th Amendment?
Increasingly, Americans are
being ruled by the unelected a nd unremovable. Under the claim of humanity, edicts are issued without
any detectable authodty in law. No
wond er there is growing sentiment
for a constitutional amendment that
would allow for a review of a federal
judge's record after 10 years. Otherwise, what happens to government
of, by and for the people•

or

white bigotry and discrimination .
Pursuing the numbers game, it is
charged too few black students are
enrolled in medical and dental
schools. Agaia, no one has charged
tilted admission standards, but this
is taken to be proof of white hir;otry.Aiso, it is said that th~ re are too few

Thursday, April 28, 1983

Regents' Study Favors Moving
Langston Campus to Tulsa or City
Dy Jim Klllnckey
Moving the main campus ol Langston
University to either Tulsa or Oklahoma
CitY is among the recommend;.ti~ns of a
live-year study of the school b) S:ate Regents for Higher Education.
Langston needs a new governinp, board,
revamped instructional programs and
greater recruitment of ~tudents r.. om Oklahoma, the regents ' staff advised.
Presented during Wednesd~y·s regents
meeting, the evaluation lists the schoors
strengths, including a major jum, in enrollment, and its weaknesses.
The report concludes that "Langston
no longer plays a unique role !n the enroll~ent, retention and graduation of
Oklahoma City and Tulsa for students
majoring in education, nursing, corrections and business.
Higher regents placed part of the
blame on Langston's governing board,
the Board of Regents for Agricultural
and Mechanical schools.
According to the report, Langston
ranks fourth among state schools in the
number of black students enrolled, and
filth in the number of black first-lime
freshmen, behind Central State and Cameron universities and Oscar Rose and
Tulsa junior colleges.
The report says that Langston is no
more successful in retaining black students than ot her state colleges and uni-
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black students in Oklahoma higher education."
Moving the 86-year-old main campus to
cit~er metropolitan area would depend
on how federal civil rights officials interpret efforts to integrate the school.
Langston's enrollment of 1,852 is divided between the main campus, with 1,011
students, and "branch" campuses in Tulsa and Oklahoma City.
While the combined enrollment is 31.4
percent while, the main campus has a
white enrollment of only 2.7 percent_
The possibility of moving Langston's
main campus angered regent Avalon
Reece, Muskogee.
"Every .year, It seems, people start
versities. Langston ranks eighth out of 1.~
!our-year instflutions in black retention.
A large number of black student
transfer to other schools, and only hal! o
Langston's students are from Oklahoma.
The report notes that Langston has e~
ceeded enrollment projections by 20
students. Five years ago, the mafn cam·
pus had Jess than 1,000 students.
Also during the 1980s, Langston's fund
ing has exceeded requests each year with $3.2 million given to the school IO!
capital improvements.
The report also takes note of a low stu·
dent -faculty ratio and an average in·
structor's salary of $24,183, which is
comparable to other four-year schools.

Lo• Angelo a T1mn Syndicate

talking about closing Jhe school. How can
it remain viable with that burden!" said
the regent, a 1948 Langston graduate.
The report Is critical of the school's opera lion in several key areas.
Largston's new "u rban mission," designeu to meet federal criteria for a
"unique role" lor the instflulion, has not
been full implemented. The university
appears to cling to its agrarian past, the
report st~!cs .
Many new programs authorized by the
regents haven't been put into operation
and marginally productive programs haven't beeJ phased out.
The report says Langston hasn't provided enough work-study programs in

The yearbook advisor's first reaction when the adverse publicity began concerning moving Langston
was "well, here we go again!" Then,
an explosive anger errupted and the
words of a black man who had risen
to the position of chairman of a
prestigious company ran through
my mind: "What I have found in my
career at ... is being constantly required to prove my worth over and
over again. If there has been a cross
to bear that's probably been the biggest."
That has also been Langston's cross
to bear. Langston has proven her
worth over and over again, especially through her many alumni who
would not have had an opportunity
to receive a quality education which
has resulted in ascensions to competitive, fiscal and responsible positions.
At the time of this comment, because of favorable edicts from the
U.S. Department's Office of Civil
Rights, "opportunities unlimited"
prevail and will continue to prevail
at Langston University in the Town
of Langston "high on a throne with
royal mien."
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:Failing Grade for Langston
T." was to be ·expected that Langston is ' lric"re'asingly
Langston. University Presi- shunned by ~lacJ< .; ,9klahoma
dent Ernest-Holloway and some high-school graduates. The overstudents at the., predominantly whelming majority o( them that
black-school would react angrily ·do go io college - 94' percent to the Ia test critical report by select other, schools.
the State Regents for Higher ·t Langston's main campus enrollment has grown only slightly
~ducation .
' t~e old sa'ying has it. the since •1978 - · from 916 to 1,017
In the 1982 fall sem.e ster. Ther~
truth orten hurts.
: And truth there Is aplenty in are 710 enrolled iri the Tulsa ur-'
fhe 101-page report of the re· ban branch and onlv 71 in Oklagents that documen'ts Langs- homa City.
Another significant aspect .of
ton's many deficiencies and sug· Langston's main-campus enrollgests that "closure or possible ment is the fact that about half
)llerger" with Langston's urban
.of it is from other states or forbranches in Tulsa and Oklaho- eign countries. In other words,
ma City may be the best solll- Oklahoma. taxpayers are shell-

I

:/i.s

~i~n.

, ,The report was submitted to
the U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights iu
connection with the revised
s_tate plan of compliance with
federal desegregation directives.
It adds up to a damning indictment of Langston's main campus, and raises anew the question of whether its continued exIstence can any longer be
justified In terms of educational
need, function and cost.
Regents concluded that
Langston currently fails to meet
seven of the 10 criteria established to measure the viability
of state higher education institutions. Nor can that failure be
laid to underfunding. Langstor.
has been allocated 100 percent
or more of its projected budget
needs for each of the past four
years.

-1.u£~
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Section A

ing out h<~;lf of Langstqn·~. operating budget to provide college
opportunity for blacks not"from
Oklahoma.
Nearly 60 percent of the black
seniors at Oklahoma's ot)ler
publicly supported colleges and
universities have graduated
with a bachelor's degree in recent years. But only about 36
percent of Langston's seniors
have graduated during the last
four years.
Even If Langston aggressively
pursues its transformation from
an essentially land-grant college
to an urban-oriented institution
- which the regents contend it
must do - the need for its continued existence remains questionable.
The regents summed it up well
by declaring that Langston is "a
high-cost, low-yield institution"
that "must justify its existence
on grounds other th"n thP n<>Pik

..
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Regents Right on Langston
SOME in Oklahoma's black
community apparently cannot_face. the subject of Langston
Umverstty with anything resembling logic and reasoned deductions from facts.
Their emotional reaction to
the critical evaluation of Langston by state Regents for Higher
Educatwn, typified by a black
Tulsa legislator's call for retra ction of the report, is a case in
point.
That 101-page report was a
dispassionate, thoroughly docu mented piece of work. no matter
how distasteful or embarrassing
its conclusions are to Langston 's
faculty, students and alumni. It
makes a compelling case for
unifying the isolated main campus with the school's two urban
branches in Tulsa and Okiaho·
rna City, and relocating Langston in one or the other metropoi·
itan centers.
Beyond that, of course, the re·
port raises the question Langs -

ton supporters don't like to discuss, namely the anachronism of
a predominantly black school in
a system of public colleges and
universities that long since have
been open to all qualified students, regardless of race or color.
Anybody who believes Langs·
ton's main campus will ever at·
tract any appreciable number of
white students or faculty - to
comply with an arbitrary judicial conception of racial balance
- is living in a fantasy world.
It's not eve n getting very many
of Oklahoma's black high school
graduates who go to college,
most of whom prefer to enroii at
the many other schools available to them.
The only argument for Langs·
ton 's continued existence in its
present structure is racism in
reverse. which is no more to be
condoned than the discrimination that caused its founding .
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Civil Rights Office Rejects State's Latest University Desegregation Plan
By Dnbe Gamt .. aad Jim IUII&ekty
WASHINGTON - Oklaboma "s latest plan to

dt"Segregate colleges and universities It operates has ~n rejected by the U.S. Education
Department's office of civil rights, It was
learned Thursday.
Tbe action resulted primarily from failures
by the state to document how more wh1te stu·
dents can~ attracted to the main campus of
Langston University.
In addition , the civil rights otrice has f'f'qutsttd that predominantly white schools do
more to recruit and retain black students, and
hire more black faculty members.
The state faces a possible cutotr of federal
educallon money it an acceptable pia a Is not

teet, had pledged new
programs and financial
commitments designed
to achieve "racial pari·
ty" in all of Oklahoma's
colleges and universities.
Parity means that the
percentage of blacks in
areas such as freshman
enrollment, graduate
school enrollment and
faculty appointments is
equal to the percen·
tages of blacks in the
state's population
which is 6. 7 percent.

submitted to the department by Aug 1.
In a Jetter to Higher Education Chancellor
Joe Leone, the depa rtment said It Is "not able
to accept" Oklahoma's plan "at this time."
Enforcement prOCffdings would not be inltlated unlll Sept 15, accordmg to the threepage letter from Harry M. Singleton, assistant
secretary of education for civil rights.
The state had proposed that overall enroll·
ment at Langston's three campuses achieve a
38.5 percent white student ratio. Langston Is
composed of a main campus In rural Logan
County and two branch campuses In Oklahoma City and Tulsa.
The department accepted tbat goal, but
said the state has a continuing obligation to

Higher education
leaders have said state
schools are about 80
percent ol the way t<r
ward reaching that par·
ity goal.
But the civil ri~hts of·
fice apparently isn't
pleased with the rate of
progress, or exactly
how individual schools
plan to further in·
tegrate their student
bodies and faculty.
Oklahoma was one of
five states whose deseg·
regation plans were re-

Increase desegregation of the main campus.
For Oklahoma's desegregation plan to be
acceptable, Singleton said, the state "should
include additional resourct>s to be allocated
to Langston University"s main campus" and
start "high demand or unduplicated academic programs that hold the promise of attracting significa nt numbers of white students."
As an aid , Singleton sent the regents a copy
of the plan ~ by tM state of Kentucky to
desegregate traditionally black Kentucky
Sta.te University.
Currently, the enrollment at Langston·s
ma in campus is 2.7 percent white.
Dan Hobbs. regents' vice chanallor, said
Thursday that the civil rights office has never

jected. Singleton also
rejected college segregation plans submitted
by Georgia, North Car<>!ina, Florida and Arkan·
sas.
The five states have
been operating since
1978 under desegrega·
tion plans that expire
this year.
Georgia Gov . Joe
Frank Harris, mean·
while. said Thursday
that his state's pian is
good and said he is
ready to go to court to
defend the proposal.

spelled out ••hat percentage would be acceptable for Integration purposes.
Hobbs had rec<>mmendod that a goal ol 16 2
percent •·hite for Langston·s mam campus be
set for 1985, but the regents rejected that hg·

ure as ··unreasonable."
Hobbs and Langston Prrsident Ernf'St Holloway acknov.: Jedged that the school must
reshape Its curriculum to make it more at·
tractive to whitPS. Already, Langston has added programs in nursing, healtb care administration and computer scierK"'t.
At its las t meeting, the regents rPCOmmended that Langston provide 100 scbolarsh1ps
.. based on academic need in the amount of
1'00 per 7tar .. for non-minority students.

They ~''<'n d1scussf'd other incentives such
as re-e-v.·ai,·n scholarships and fr~ transportation to the ma1n campus.
Hobbs said he v.as d1sappointrd that th<'
state's desegregallon rlan -.as re)f'Ctt'd, and
as.strted that Oklahoma's tnte~ration ~Uorts
v.ould be recogn1ztd in a more fJ\'OrJ.ble hghl
1ft he state v.a.s JUd~td alone rather than 1n a
class v.·ith sevrral otber states
Singleton said department oflicials .. look
Conard" to rf'Cfl\,ng from Oklahoma rf\'lsed
measures to imprO\"f' student r«ru1tment and
faculty employment at the 2S prtdominutly
•·hne scbools.
The regents: latest compliance plan, 1n ef-

The five states were
ordered in March by a
federal judge in Washington, D.C., to submit
new college desegregation plans because they
had "defaulted in major
respects" on their com·
mitments to end segregation outlawed by the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
The states submitted
desegreatlon plans to
the federal government
in 1978 saying they
would end segregation
in their colleges and
universities by the end
of the 1982-1983 school
year.
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Regents' Status Report Draws Fire
Langston President Calfs Critical Report Unfair to Scho_ol
By .lim Klllackey
LANGSTON - Langs, ton University was
"needlessly and unfairly
embarrassed" by a recent state report that labeled the school a highcost, low-yield institution,
the school's
president Ernest L. Holloway charged Thursday.
''Langston University
has accomplished the
enrollment and student
desegregation goals
as created by the state
· Regents lor Higher Education," Holloway told
the school's governing
boiird at a special meeting.
"Our school can honorably present itself as a
viable institution within
the standards created
by the state regents,"
Holloway asserted.

He rebutted most II
not all of the criticisms
of Langston that were
outlined in an April 27
evaluation by the Higher
Regents' starr.
··An emotional Holloway said Langston administrators
were
"stunned" by the "highly
critical, negative atti
tude" taken by higher
regents in their report.
He charged that the
rtgents used inaccurate
data in evaluating alleged weak points at the
schooL
Another Langston official inferred that the regents timed the report to
discourage high school
students in Oklahoma
from enrolling at-I.&ng;ton.
And another school
administrator
an-
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past 86 years 1n rural
Logan County, did need
to recruit more white
students.
To do so would mean
establishing "new programs," he said.
Langston officials
have proposed new programs in pharmacy, optometry and foreign diplomacy.

~ection A

"U is unreas011able

May 22.

198~

Editorial an Insult

Langston has served an important
•·ole in stimulatmg. motivating and
educatmg blacks while while institutions have, on many occasions
appearing in the April 2~ Sunday impeded the educational develop:
Oklahoman. which defa mes Lang>- ment of blacks th ro ugh various psyton University, is not only an in~ult c·holog•ca J tec hniques designed to
to the thou sands of Langston gradu- r~duce initiative and motivation .
ates but also is an insult to all black We believe that M1·. Jones · unwarAmericans. Mr. Jones' spurious ranted ~ssault upon Langsto n is an
assertion that "Langs ton and its un- C'Xtenslon or the Reagan philosophy
popular sisters should have been rreva•hng throughout this nation. Jt
plowed und er as an anachronistic i~ a r>hl!osorhy that seeks to-destroy
relic of Jim Crow" ignores the fact~ lhose institutions and programs
perl'elv(•d tO be Ol benefit to black
of life.
TO THE EDITOR:
The article by Jenkin Lloyd Jones

American~ .

Mr. Jone.- statement that : "Those
graduates (ol Langston) distin gubhed themselves largely by thrir
nwn eflorts and in Sflite or their alma mater" is apralling. To the contrary. those graduates di"•ng ui~hed themselves because or the
~xcelll.'nt education they •·eceived at
Lang.ro n.
Kappa and its membership, espeDes troying Langston and relyi ng cially the many _ who are Oklahoupon white institutions to sup plan t man~ . firmly believe that Mr. Jone5'
its fun ctio n would severely c urtail disparaging remarks about Langsthe opportunity lor blacks to attend
college. Kappa Alp ha P~i Fraternity ton should remind America or its
(Kappa) has in its member~hip nu- unlullilled promise or equality
merous graduates or Langston who made to blacks but never honored.
have distinguished .l,hemselves in Should Langston be destroyed so too
e\ery lleld ol human endeaVOI'. As a would our (hope) lor a better tomornational fraternity with more than row. The u'nd isputed !act is that Ok500 chapters th•·oughout the United lahoma is a beller state today beStates, we are pamlully aware that ca use of Langston. For not only do
lhe PI'Ospects lor blacks being au - Oklahomans. but all Americans O"-e
milled to white college~ and univer- a debt of gratitude to Langston .
sities in Oklahoma , as in othe•·
Robert r:. Harrla , Member.
states, are dis mal.
Grand Board ol Directors
of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.,
San Francisco, Cali!.
La1ogston and other black institutions have served, and continue to
serve, as vital euucallonal centers.
It is because of th e fail ure of while
institutions to deal lairly with black
edu cational needs that U.S. District
Judge John H. Pratt issued his desegregation ~tanda•·d~ that Jones so
violently allach in his a•·ticle .

A major integrated program
designed specifically to expand
the involvement of Historically
Black universities in international ·
development efforts was announced recently by Peter
McPherson, AID Administr~r,
7-4

now, as it was five year! Hoard of Regents for
ago, to assume that Agricultural and Mesignficant numbers of chanical schools.
non-blacks will overlook
Holloway, though , said
the highly competitive, that Langston has had
traditionally white insti- >uccess as a three-camiutions in the state to en- pus school.
roll at Langston without
The school's total ena special motivating rollment or 1,852, while
reason to do so," Hollodivided between the
way said.
main campus, Oklahoma
The regents' report,
City and Tulsa, exceeds
though, stated that regents' projections.
Langston "no longer
In addition , Holloway
plays a unique role in
the enrollment, reten- noted, the combined enrollment is 31.4 percent
tion and graduation of white.
black students in OklaAlthough the regents'
homa higher education."
The regents' staff con- staff concluded that
cluded that Langston's Langston fails seven of
10 criteria used to mea"urban mission," with
branch campuses in the sure institutional viabiltwo metropolitan areas ity, Holloway said the
of the state, wasn't being school - using its own
figures - complies with
fulfilled. ·
.
Much of the blame was all10.
Such criteria include'
aimed at Langston 's
student-faculty rati<;~s,ligoverninl? body, the

nounced that Langston
had created a new legal
defense fund, conceivably to thwart any attempts to relocate the
university's main campus in either Tulsa or
Oklahoma City.
Holloway did stress
that Langston's main
campus, located for the'

brary expenditures, faculty pay an~ per capita
costs.
"It is the sincere belief of the Langston administration that new vitality has been injected
into the institution and
substa ntial progress has
been accomplished,"
Holloway said.
"If the institution can
be fortunate enough to
escape periodic negative
publicity, much more
progress will be made in
the immediate years
ahead."

More
AI mn1•
Letters

Alumnus Criticizes

Sunday Oklahoman

Gentlemen:
This letter is in response to
The fact of the matter Is that your newspaper. If Oklahoma bas
the long e•pected attack on
traditionally, dating from the a problem with Higher Education
Langston University which ap1930's, The Daily Oklahoman has in terms of intearation, it is DOt
peared in the Sunday Oklahoman
oonsistandy opposed black ed- at 4ngston . Court records dearon May 15, 1983. I was rather
ucation in this state. There were ly document that fact, which has
surprised that you allowed Mr.
no editiorials iD the paper when been quietly ignored. Ebony
Jellkin Uoyd Jones to serve as
the state lejpslature appropriated Maaazioe , some years aao,
lead off man . Possibly because
money to aeDd blads out of atate devoted one whole Issue to "The
town (Tulsa), has more
to secure higher education . So White Problem In America, " we
I hU
i.Mcston ltudents (800), than
why are you 10 ooacerned about seem to JtiD have that problem.
,.,.., town which has only 200
people coming to Langston Uni- This whole system was cruled
ltudents completing the spring
versity to get their education . by people iD power, DODe ot
oemester at the OKC urban
There is DO concern about the whom have ever been black.
oeuter. My count does not agree
number of out-of-state people at Non- White just have to tope with
with your count, (71), but I think
the University of Oklahoma, what people like you do. Stop
my ligures are more accurate
Oklahoma State University, or fur aylng wolf and atart bela& a
since I teach at the center and
that ma"er any of the other i>tte for positive aood La the
have had an opp.>rtunity not only
predominately white institutions state. Langston University will
to count but to observe and
become whatever the white
o( higher education in this state
illteract with the students. Then
just 4ngston. Are you afraid of power structure forces it to
are a number of old saying!
4ngston? Aie you afraid maybe beo>me. That Is the way Is haa
wlllch are just as good aa the onr
they are learning 10mething at always been, atop playiaa games
IUed; the one that comes tr
L&agston that is not iD keeping 1111d admit that you &imply will
M<l is, "ftaures don't Ue, bu
with what you think they sbould DOt allow a blaclt 1Datit11tion o
len do figure."
higher learning to socceufuJJy
learn?
The late liD...,. Dunlee freoperate in Oklahoma.
quently took issue with what you
By now it ahould be apparent
fOOd people had to say about the
to you and others iD the power
state of black affairs iD Oklahoma
elite that black people are
and it appears that his aaYour edilolU! attact tradetermined to preaerve, proaeuments, made *>me forty ditionally tomes at a time demote, and support 4ngst0ft
years ago are Jtill valid today. In signed to coincide with ooUege
University in spite of anythin1
atuctiDg the old separate school recruitment iD an etrort to curtail
you door say.
laws way bad in 1942, Mr. anl;' potential students, especially
Thank you, ooatinue yow
Dunjee commented that, "White whrte. ones, who might enroll at
good work In recruirina black
people just feel that they are 4ngston. Yon have been llllcstudents for Lan1ston.
better than Bla people." That ceuful iD the paal, but 00 the
Yours most aineft'dy,
ooe c:catral theme pervada your other side of the miD, bl~ are
Dr. Worth J . Hadley
editiorial. In additioll to pro- ~ulte aware of your "game" IIDd
3909 Coltrane Rd.
vidiDg erroneous information iD
Forest Part, OK
your editorial, you display a
rather pompous anoeanc:e iD as a result are lloc:ldna to
asswnina that nobody caa think L&agston iD record numbers.
but you . Why DOt compare the What you say may have the
desired effect oa white students
report with the facts before but not on black. I am sure the
Jumping out there with both feet . white people who are knowlSometimes it pays to lnvestlgate. edaeable of the facts al10 realize
To my knowleclae DO periOD this and know what your real
~ed with the~ of the purpose Is.
orialnal report or lor that matter,
The thing that of as
,.,.., ael.spaper baa actually must
realize Is that thia Is 1983
violted L&agstoo or Ita urb1111 DOl 1933. Students 110 to the
oeuten, it Ia difllcult to bow achool they want to attend, they
)'OQ could read! ,.,ur 10 called
do DOt aeed the aasiataDce of
··~ooaduaioaa. ''

I

Ust of

Supporters
Expands

-------:::::----=------------:----;------..------------~

Alums Show Support

Urban League Statement

Langston Makes Difference
In Quality of Ufe for Many

••• We Rally to Langston,
Dear Langston to Thee• •••
Dr. Ernest Holloway , President
Langston University
Dear Sir:
As an alumnus of Lallgston
University, I was surprised to
read and hear of the suggestion
that the univcnity should be
closed.
All institutions arc doing the

same, regardless of size-ed·
ucating and preparing young
students for the future. This is
what Lallgston has done for
many years. All alumni and
present .tudcnts should ask the
question -How would I feel
If Lallgston (my alma mater) was
closed? It left me with a
determination to join in the fight
to keep it open always.
Eddie Wright Kernal

~t"-'
Dear Dr. Holloway,
Just a note to say thank you
for the outstanding job you're
doing at Lallgston Univcnity. As
always )'ou have my undying
oupport. I was ., Impressed
durin& the 1983 commencement
exercises. the curriculum proa<<ss and the packed auditorium.
I join with other alumni and
frimds in telling yoo and otbers
that it Is my desire that Lallgston
Univcnity should always remain
m L&ngston as tne parent body.
With us all working together she
will endure.
My dsughter is
just a few years away from
becoming a student at LU. Her
plans arc to enter the nursin&
proJram there. She became quite
ettited when I told her thllt
Langston araduated Ita first
nursing class this year.
Aaain let me say thank .)"'U
and remind you If I .,.., ever be
of any assistance do not hesitate
to call.
L U. must survive for the
aood of our state and her
populace. She must remain in
Langston. because it•s her home
and our hcritaac.
Respectfully yours,
Alice Stroo&-Andenoll
Oaaof1967

langston~

Charisma

Constant
~. letter wu lai<ea from doe
1"--h.ma.a Secdoa ol doe ~
Ualvenlty Review, Vol. l,
~;_l, 1939.

,. ..

art~o~e

...................

to ' the Ga•elle lily Ganer
Pleaaaat.
11aJa oohua.a wu Wlftt.ea 44 yean
~~l.aaptoa freoh.u tr.m
By Ro.tta A.drewa
I carne to college because 1
~ow that coUcgc life is an
Important factor toward furtherone•s education.
It seems to be hard for many
people to understand why I carne
to Ollahoma from California to
-.ue a coUcgc educadon when I
could have received one just as
easily there.
There are many reasons for
my doing this. One is that there
are DO all-negro coUcgcs in
California that I mow of, and u I
wanted to take music, 1 decided
that a Negro school would be
best in order to learn this art . It
Is a mo"" fact that, as a rule,
our race has better musicians
than ""Y othe<. It Is al., true that
a penon can le&rD more under a
condition where there Is ab.,lutdy DO feelina of Inferiority
or superiority, a feclina which Is
bound to uist bclwecD dltfcn:ot
111Ces.

Dear President Holloway:
As a proud graduate of
Lallgston University, class of
1963, I feel compelled to write to
express my opposition to the
main campus of my alma mater

being moved. Please convey my
belief that it is in the best
interest of the university and of
Black Oklahomans that Langston
remain in its present location to
the State Board of Regents for
Higher Education.
As a graduate of Smith
College, Northampton, Massachusetts, on the graduate
level, and of Lallgston, on the
undergraduate level. I am grateful for the foundation my years at
Lallgston pro.;dcd. I am proud of
my hcritaac and the accomplish·
mcnts of my people. Lallgston
remains a tribute to those
accomplishments. Lallgston can
and should continue to inculcate
in its matriculators the pride that
I feel for my people and my
university.
Please let me mow how I can
help in this efforts to build a
stronger Lallgston .
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Simms

Greetings from the state of
Kansas:
This lcrter will confirm, that I
abo believe the main campus of
Lallgston University should be
kept in its present locadon. near
the towns of Lanaston and Coyle.
Oklahoma.
As an alumnus of the Wlivcrsity, I recognize the continuing need of a predominately
Black institution of hi&her learn·
ing in a rural scttina. approlimatcly halfway between the
two major metropolitan areas of
Ollahoma:
Sincenly,
BIDy McCray
~nother reaaoa for BIJ
conuna to walton is for th•
aoclal life in sd>ool, which I have
never had. In the mil<ed schools
which I always attended, we, the
Colored students, were always
in.;tcd to school functions, but
that feeling of racial prejudic<
was always present.
_!t_was to fulfill the wishes ol
my parents, who arc both natives
of Oklahoma that 1 chose Lalla·
llton Unlvcnity u the sc1>oo1 in
which to continue my education.
I know that I shall enjoy
attending school here at LaDgJton better than I have ever
enjoyed it anywhere else.

j?

Please consider this as an
honest plea for it to remain in its
present location .
Thank you.
Juanita E. Halliday
Class of1941

ple .F'ust of all it is inconceivable
that an evaluation 'M)u(d be
pccparcd and published without
lint submitting the report to the
governing board and ad ministration of Langston . It
appears that no attempt was
made by the evalu•tors to visit
with the Langston administration
in order to be assured that the
data was updated. lt is a mattCT
. 'of professionalism to have dis·
cussed the evaluation with the
administration so that the reaponse could have bcCD oubmltted to the lliaher authorities

Dear Dr. Holloway:
This letter serves to inform
7"U, and also the SUtc Governing Board for Lallgston University, that we, as dedicated
members of the Northern Cal·
ifornia Chapter of Langston
Alumni, feel strongly that the
main campus of weston Univcnity abould remain in iu
present location. now ud.
always .
Sincerdy,
Henry W. Elliott
Lydia M. Elliott

Dear Dr. Holloway,
The Oklahoma City chapter of
he Langston University Alumni
Association is quite concerned
about the questioning of our
university's compliance with the
Urban Mission Plan . Jt is clear to
us that the university has made
substantial progress.
Our chapter continues to
support your administration
wholeheartedly and opposes any
effort to relocate the university's
main campus.
We will work with the
National Alumni Association to
provide the necessary support for
the continued growth and development of the university.
Opio Tourc
Secretary
Oklahoma Cily Chapter
Langscon University Alumni
Association

commuuity.

I plan to attend l....aagtton.'s
School of Nursin& and I wanted
to express my thoughts to you
and this .,-called Board of
Regents. I feel the Board of
Rqcnts wants to cot funds that
arc due Lallaston University. I
am behind Lall&otoo Univcnity
100"!..
Sincerely,
PhyUis Washington
Ollahoma City, OK

Let Campus
Stay Put

-LU-

Dear President Holloway,
This letter serves to inform
you and also the State Governing
Board for La..ngston University,
that I feel strongly that the main
campus of Langston University
should remain in Its pruent
location now and aJways. t is
perfectly ridiculous to think of
moving it to Tulsa or Oklahoma
City.
Sincenoly,
1:1mon DuBose Crenshaw
523 E. Oklahoma St.
Tlllsa.OK

Pogue, Mrs. Kaye Walkins,
Frances M. Owens, Debra A
Batson, Mildred Jamason
Mldweat City, Okla. Robert
Carter

N........,, Okla. Evelyn Curry
Wichita, Kaa. l.eiclc Bostic.
Muinc L. Bostic.

Rural Location
Seen as Asset

sirnultancoualy.
Secondly, annual reports on
the Implementation of the Urba.n
Mission had bcCD submitted to
the Office of Civil Ripts Compliance. Every one of the reports
were positive. Each one cooeluded that the university was
making successful progress. The
April proj!rcss report should
have been a culmination of the
preW:>us IJ'IDUal reports. It was
not .
The Urban League calls for a
re-appraisal by the Oklahoma
State Regents in light of the
Response Report given by Lallgston . There is DO reasonable
nplanation to support the position taken by the Regents'
Report .
Langston has made progreu.
hs urban outreach programs are
working . The clinical urban
center in Oklahoma City and
Langston's satellite in Tulsa h&ve
enlarged. Students arc being
served; students are graduarinl
iD increasina numbers from all
fadlitca In the l..an&llton syotcm .

Lallgston must be given an opp>rtunity to continue it1 prolfCII.
The Leaauc ooacrallllotes the
A&M Board that aoverns Lalla·
ston on their action to support
the university and i::»r tbe assistance they've &ivea L&nastoo
to the extent that the cadre
situation at LaDaston bas been
turned aroWld-turned aroWld in
tess than five years from an
institution in deep fiscal manaaemeat problems to one of
ezemplary manqemC"Dt; turned
around from dcdinina cnroU·
ment. Jow ltudeat morale to a
otcady enrollment Increase and
obvious student pride. Lallgston
should not be moved or closed. It
should be cncouraacd to con·
tinue. It is a viable institution
capable of pro.;din& a sound
education for nearly 2.000 students. For a significant number
of these students. Langston is
the difference between the aood
life that otrers opportunity for
success and mere ~Dstence in a
touah compcdtlve ooddy.

Alums Speak Out

Dear Dr. Holloway;
I waat to express my reuons
why I think Lallaston University
should e:dst. It pro.;dcs a aood
educ.don for oar lltudmta and
ouppllcs jobs for the .__,_

More Alums Added to
Ust of Supporters
Dear President Holloway
This lcrtcr serves t~ Inform
)'OU and also the State Governing
Board for Langston University,
that I feel strongly that the Main
Campus of Langston University
should remain in its present
Jocarion now and always.
Oklahoma City, Okla. Lana J.

The Urban League of Greater
Ollahoma City, Inc .. commends
the administration and stair of
Lanaston University for the
ezcellent report prepared in
response to the State Regents'
~arion . If one takes the time
read both reports it is obvious
that the evaluation report was
unreatonably negative and by no
means objective. Two very important aspects of the evaluation
report insuh the intelligence of
fair minded, right thinking peo-

To whom it may concern:
In light of the recent news·
paper articles reaardina the
moving of Langston University's
main campus to Tulsa or Okla·
homa City, as an alumnus and
staunch supporter of Langston, I
think it should remain in its
present loc:arion, DOW and for·
ever I

I
~

Dear President Holloway.
As a former graduate of
Langston University, I am very
concerned aboat the issue of
possibly moving the main campus to either Tulsa or Oklahoma
Oty. It has not been proved to
my satisfaction that this is
necessary.
I feel very strongly that the
main campus of Langston University should remain at its
present
location Now and
Forever.
This letter serves to infonn
you and the State Governing
Board as well, of my support
with LU supporters and Alumni,
u we want the campus to remain
at Ito present location.
Sincerely.

Lynn D. Walls
5925 North Terry Ave.
Otlah . Oty, OK

Dear President Holloway,
This tener serves to inform
you and also the State Governing
Board for Langston University ,
that I feel strongly that the Main
Campus of Langston University
should remain in its present
location now and aJways.
Because of the caring , con·
cern, and sharing of the L.U.
Teachers, and Staff, many fonn CT students are now productive
citizens . Human productivity
cannol be measured in terms of
dollars and cents.
Sincerely,
Joyce Scott Williams
Public School Teacher
<4025 Christy
W'ICbita, Kaa sas
-LU·
Dear Dr. Leone:
I am forwarding you a copy of
my response to the May 16, 1983
editorial which appeared in the
Daily Oklahoman attacking Langston University.
There have been al legations made that no person(s)
toot the time to visit langston
University or its urban centers
during the preparation of this
report . If this is true , then surely
it was meant to be of great
offense . This type of situation
does nothing to improve the
image of our State Regents in the
eyes of the Black Community; in
faa, it tends to lower the level of
confidence in the veracity of any
statements made by your office. I
am sure that you would have
shown much more common
cou.nesy to any Wl1ite institution .
I hope that any future actions
taken by your office will at least
have the backings of an on-site
facvtaJ invesriaarioa as a basis.
Yours with much concern,
Dr. Wonh J . Hadley
3909 Coltrane Rd .
Forest Park , OK

Dear Or. Holloway,
The continuation of Lancoton
Univenity at its present site b
necessary for the preservation of
our heritaae and the continuation
of the uccllent trainin& of
students in a 1111all campus
atmosphere .
qainst any actlon to
We

a:r

Dear Or. Holloway:
This letter is to inform yo u
and the State Governing Board of
Langston University that I support your efforts to keep the main
campus of Langston Univttsity in
the present location .
Langston University is a
.;able institution which fulfills a
need in the state of Oklahoma.
Its present location is an asset
rather than a liability. Many
people can achieve better in an
atmosphere of serenity than in
the hustle and bustle of urban
life. Funhennore . the state of
Oklahoma already has enough
oolteges and universiries in the
urban areas. We need Langston
Univcnity in its present location .
Sincerely,
Thelma H. Jones
Coordinator, Media Service
Oklahoma City Public
Schools
-LU·

Dear Dr . Holloway:
As an alumnus of Langston
University , the Northern Cal ifornia Chapter. and having
attended Langston Uaiversity
from 1929 to 1931, I am bitterly
against the moving of Lallgston
University to TuJsa, Okla.
To me this means Langston
will have lost her idcntiry. The
students will suffer and the town
of Langston will deteriorate. The
campus is away &om the mad
rush of the city and the ooise.
The present location is ideal for
receiving an excellent education
~use of the quietness of the
aru.
Please try to keep LaDaston
where she is.
Very truly yours,
Allync Kin& Montaomery
824 Glllcway Dr.
Vallejo, California

move the mala campus to
another site in Ollaboma City or
Till sa.
You have our support in the
fi&ht to maintain Langston Uni·
versity at its present site.
General and Dorothy lims
2529 Ninth Avenue
Los Angeles. California

.~------------------------------------------------------L-----------
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They Mode It! Because Of
''Opportunities Unlimited''

Attorney Jimmie Wilcoxon chats with Tammy Boyd of Cushing, one of Wilcoxon's most recent recruits. Tammy plans to major in Physical Therapy.

"I CDUid nntt lave IICbicved
lifelong p i a{ being •
lawytt lad It been fO£ tbr:
pononol ~ I rea:lftd u a mlddl&-&g<d otudent
lit lAngotoo Uolftftlty," Jimmie
Wllcowa. Cushing attorney, ot&lalln a rettntlntnvkw.
A 1971 graduate of Langoton
Uo!vcnllty, Wilemon noted that
&.quenlly be lo met by a otartled
look from judgea 0< lawyen~
"""'Ung him In a>urt for tbr: fuat
lime. Having BUD bla data obeet,
tbr:y uauaUy do not apect to aec
a bo:whi&ltered white attorney.
Ao f0< Wlh:oxon. be CXlDIIIden
blmoclf Indeed foctunate to be an
alumnus of tbr: unlvcnllty tbo:uE Ill "Opportunitlee Ualimited." He rccndta otudenta fO£ !do
aJma.. mota and tbr: new
Evening Program oo tbr: 1mt1a
campuo . . . real opportuolty fO£
100idl:lag people In tbr: &~U.
Ia tbr: 1900'o Wlk:awn lad
opart four yean In tbr: Air Fora:
and • DUmber a{ yean ta tbr:
IJrOCErY ,.,..,_ In Cuablng and
Perklno. He lad alw.yo dlamed
of being a lawyer, and a- doly
be ckdded to 'l'lolt tbr: oollegea
wttbln CX>IDIDUUng distance lo t{ be coald - - doot . _
Ill)'

CXliDO

!nat.

He otopped by Laagat<>a
U - t y on a Sund.y llftanooa
and talked with • amaU poop of
obadmta. Although tbr: &<!mini.
_ , building ~ one
a{ tbr: ''llludento'' produced •
ltey and lnvllal him In to 100rk
out a ochedule. Tblo wao !do
l.nttoductJon to the youthful-look-
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lng Dean of Student Atralnl, Dr.
Emeat L. Holloway. ..,... preeldmt ofl.angoton Unlvenoity.
"Although Dr. Hclloway ......
doubtedly hao had more Influence on my feeltng about
Langston University than any

otheT one """""'· his fr1endllne88
and oonslderauon that Sunday
were typical of tbr: acttptlng

attitude I csper1enccd from
etudente and faculty alike, "
Wilcoxon recalls. "I enrolled the
next day and grw:lualed """"'
three yean~ later. "
Never one to be:attatc to taU
"the road less tr.veUed by,"
Wilemon 100rked at hio grooay
•~ . commuled dally 1o I.angoton. and even found Um< 1o
partldpatc on the delate team.
He otudled hard. tarAn" lect\UQI
and liotenlng to them dmlng
t.d< and forth to ocbool. He pmd
tuiUon only one - - h i o
IIBt-a.ming hio t u l - ad!
IIUCXleeding oe~ter by a.ldna a
4.0 average.
His applicaUon to tbr: ~
boma City University Law Scbool
waa aoc:epled, and tbr: rouUnc of
100rklng fullume and 1101ng 1o
ocbool continued, only
lime
be CIOIIIIDIIted dally to <Jdahoma
Oty. The ocbedule ""<>U>d la.-e
oecmed lmpo881ble to most, but
]tmmle Wlicoxon opened hio
cftloc ao a pnoctldng attorney ta
Cuablng In 1974.
Although ] lmmle ' - ..,...
taken COW1Iea from ocvaal unlftft!Uea, be hao a opcda1 fuling
fO< l.angot<>n Unlvcnlty'o <XJnocm fO< Individual otudcnto. He
recalled, "I'll aeva fO£get ttytng

"*

to meet a deadUne oet by tbr:

a1aboma Supn:- Cowt fO£
applicaUona of peniOn8 planning
to toke tbr: bar aam. It during the holldayo and tbr: ...-do
werc Icy. My tranacrtpt woo ta aa
ol!lCE which wao open In ~
boma City but the ~"'"""' tn
charge ..... not tbett and the
pereonnel tbett rduaed · to make
a copy f0< me. Once &Rain I
called Dr. Holloonly. """ ...
though lAngoton Uo!_,.ty ..,...
~ be opened !do cftloc and
- . . ! me to get a copy of 1111
tnonecrtpt w!dch cr.bled me to
"""" the deadline. Tbat'o tbr:
ldDd of paaonal CXJOCem I la.-e
- - found at any a{ tbr: OCher

11111-Ueo I ha.-e attended."
A caring pe11100 hlmodf,
]tmmlc baa taken ume to help
......,. otheT penl008. though bo:
DIIJ<katly ohrugo off any n:ferta blo phllarrthropy. He
lao oerved ao A.oelstaat Dtotrlct
Atlorncy ta Cuablng and hao
mO£C caseo than be can ~bly
bandle at this ume. AD old t.d<
lnjwy hao slowed blm dawn. and
be lo presently lookng fO£ •
yaxng attorney ta &batt bla
pndlac.
Having practJa:d law In biB

bomet<>wn foe nine yearo, ] lmmlc
oayo the challatge of going t.d<
to ochool at middle age to make a
dream COm< !nat lao been
oauofytng. A phlloeoplly w!dch lo
not ~y orlglaal, be oayo,
but which hao 100rked wdl fO£
him lo, "It takea WI whatever
atroWlt of ume we have, to do
whatever we have to do."

Willie Hill, a 1976 alumnus, won a second Emmy for videography from the New England Chapter of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences.
A videographer-field producer at WNEV-TV, Channel7, in
Boston, Mass., Hill received the award for his videography
and editing of Living With Proposition 272 in the instructional programming category.
The program was a documentary on a Massachusetts tax
proposal to lower property taxes 2V2 percent of the value of
property, a proposal which passed.
Hill was also the recipient of an Emmy in 1980 for his
videography on a documentary for WNEV-TV (then
WNAC-TV) entitled On the Eve of Tall Ships. Also, he
worked as videographer and field producer on a new twohour daily program, Look, which featured consumer
buying, fashion, and entertainment in its format.
A native of Chicago, Hill majored in broadcast journalism.
As a student, he interned at KOCO, Channel 5, and was
employed there for two years. During a visit to the campus,
Hill talked with communication majors about various opportunities that are available for people in the field of communication. He stated that although the Communication
Department at Langston was somewhat smaller in 1973 than
it is now it still provided him with the basic skills he
needed.
Hill recently moved from Boston to Dallas where he will
continue to pursue a career in TV production.

Robert Miller has an informal conversation with George Smith
during his recent visit to the campus. Miller talked about the
opportunities that Langston afforded him in his quest for a
professional career. Smith, who is also a 1980 alumnus of
Langston and a communication major, is presently employed
at KTVY, Channel 4, as a camera operator.
(Quincey Moaning, a freshman broadcast journalism major
wrote the following article during Robert Miller's visit to his
alma mater)
"I knew I could do it," was the attitude that Robert Miller, a
Langston graduate and news photographer at WAGA-TV in
Atlanta, GA, projected to communication students this week
about his success in communications.
Miller, a broadcast journalism major who specialized in photography while at Langston, told students that the field of
communication is becoming more and more technical.
Miller, who has worked at KETA, Channel 13, and KWTV,
Channel9, both of Oklahoma City, before moving to Atlanta,
said his job is filled with excitement everyday.
"I was one of the people present at the trial of Wayne B.
Williams, a convicted murderer of Atlanta's youths," stated
Miller.
Robert Miller and George Smith

Miller feels that what really sets Langston apart from other
colleges is that it really cares about you. "The school can give
you lots of help, but you must put forth a needed effort yourself," added Miller.
Miller concluded that one must have patience, perseverance,
work hard, and find out what you want to do early in life.

While at Langston he had worked hard and taken on as many
extra responsibilities as possible. He became a member of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, was president of the Technology
Club, Vice President of Breaux Residence Hall, a member of
Cooperative Education, among others.
In these days of stiffer job competition it is refreshing to know
that some universities are still working hard to personally help
students obtain outstanding jobs in the future.
"Langston University has helped countless graduates obtain
employment with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company,
with at least six now in managerial positions/' stated Randy
Bray when he visited his alma mater this summer.

He is interested in others he went to school with .ftnd constantly keeps in touch. "Most of my friends at Langlton are now in
key positions in education and other professional fields," Bray
says. "They seem motivated to make progress. We all feel it
was the hardest, but best school we knew of to attend. That
gave us a better attitude. Also the teachers were so interested in
each individual."

Bray, now 28, is from the small town of Cushing and says it
took a bit of discernment and searching to settle on the best
opportunities for himself when he first began his college career.

In summary, Bray feels the university he chose, taking on early
responsibility, and choosing carefully the company he worked
for are the keys to his immediate advancement after leaving
school.
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Senator Sees Bright LU
Future
By Sen. E. Melvin Porter
(From The Black Chronicle)
My whole body and spirit jumps with joy each
time I go on Langston's campus. There was a
day when this was not so. Langston now appears to be headed in the right direction. It is
apparent there is a genuine desire and interest
in Langston moving forward by the A&M Regents and the Legislature. Much has been done
to improve the physical plant at Langston. I
have made three extended visits to the campus
since we have adjourned. On each visit, my
heart jumps with joy of the improvements I see,
both in physical plant and in administration.
Moreover, I am pleased with what I have seen in
the spirit of the student body and employees of
the University. There is a new spirit of direction
at Langston. Praise must be given to Dr.
Holloway for his leadership. Likewise praise
must be given to the student body for their
citizenship.
Langston has the best crop of freshman students of any college campus. Their appearance
is equalled by their intelligence and commitment to securing an education.
There is accountability in the business office.
The physical plant can account for the University's property. Shortly we will see the con-

struction of a physical plant building. Renovation is daily taking place. Really, you need to
take a drive to Langston just to look the campus
over. It will be worth the effort, gas, and time
because you will be mentally rewarded.
This coming session of the Legislature I propose to introduce special legislation to rebuild
from top to bottom, inside and outside the old
president's home. That facility will make a perfect public relations office and alumni headquarters. I have examined that building from
top to bottom and I am convinced it can be fixed
up and served the purpose I have indicated. It
can be done at an approximate cost of $400,000.
I am now having prepared construction bids
and designs toward that end.
Langston has a great future. I always knew it
could be bright. I always knew it could be a
fertile institution of high excellence. I always
knew it could operate with accountability. I always knew it could be loved by both the system
and the products produced in the form of students. In knowing all of what has been said I
knew it would take a bold step to examine what
was right and what was wrong, placing the
blame where it lay, and then working to cure
the ills. Much credit for that having been done
must go to the ministers of this city, to Russell

•

:•

SEN. E. MELVIN PORTER

Perry's driving desire to expose, to the Senate
Investigating Committee which was fair, to Dr.
Samuel Tucker, Dr. Holloway and the alumni
and finally to the students who laid their bodies
on the marble floor of the State Capitol for what
they believed in and that was and has to be " A
better education at Langston University."

LU Graduate
Receives
MD Degree
Dr. John Mark Flack, a 1978 Langston University graduate, was among 232 people who
graduated from the University of Oklahoma
Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry in June of
1982.
Dr. Flack is a native of Chickasha and among
many LU graduates who have gone on to higher
degrees to make their mark in the world of
medicine, law, education and business.
Dr. Ernest L. Holloway is one of three LU
graduates serving as college presidents. Many
of LU's illustrious sons and daughters are serving as vice presidents and owners of companies,
lawyers, numerous doctors and dentists, public
school principals and teachers, college teachers,
musicians, and Certified Public Accountants.

DR. JOHN MARK FLACK
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ADMINISTRATION

The Honorable George Nigh
Governor Of Oklahoma
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Boord Of Regents
For
Oklahoma State University
And The
A & M Colleges

Ed Long, Chairman

Byrle Killian

H . Jerrell Chesney, Executive secretary

Jack Craig

Edwin E. Ketchum

John Montgomery

Harber Lampl

Carolyn Savage

Ronald R. Martin

Robert D . Robbins
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Oklahoma State Regents
For
Higher
Education

Dr. Joe Leone, Chancellor
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Bob R. Allee

Joe Gary

Bert H. Mackie

James L. Mills

Scott E. Orbison

J.D. Helms

Avalon B. Reece

Eugene L. Swearingen

Russell D. Vaught

THE PRESIDENT
This calm and relaxed picture of the fourteenth preside n t of Langston
Un iversity, Dr. Ernest L. Holloway, is in striki ng co n trast to the same
ge n tleman pict ured below.

DR. ERNEST L. HOLLOWAY
The Bible tells us, however, that "to everything there is a
season and a time to every purpose under the heaven."
Perhaps, President Holloway is not "a man for all seasons"
but he certainly exemplifies the exceptional courage and
intellectual capabilities which the office of the President of
Langston University demand.
"Langston University's Number 1 Lion" is attacking tooth
and nail criticism of his beloved alma mater that were outlined in an April27 evaluation by the Higher Regents' staff.
Rebuttal to the evaluation was made at a special meeting
called by President Holloway with members of the OSUA&M Board of Regents and other LU supporters in attendance.
The angry and emotional President told the group that
Langston administrators were "stunned by the highly critical, negative attitude taken by higher regents in their report.
Positive comments in the four earlier documents led LU into
a false sense of security. LU's needless and unfair embarrassment due to the new report's inaccuracies could have
been avoided. What seems to be not only regrettable but
inexcusable is the fact that the staff of the State Regents did
not extend to the LU administration the courtesy of an
opportunity to reasonably discuss all the information being
utilized in the evaluation.
" If the institution can be fortunate enough to escape periodic negative publicity, much more progress will be made in
the immediate years ahead."

The president's comments were supported by a 118-page
summary of LU's enrollment and academic gains over the 5year period.
So, let the word go forth that the fourteenth president of
Langston University sincerely believes in the words of the
university's Alma Mater, " Dear Langston", which states:
" If ever man should dare bring low
Thy blazoned banner high,
We'll battle with the vicious foe ,
And for thy honor die."
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I

Emzie Crisp, 1982-83 vice president of the Parents' Organization, receives an award of
appreciation from the president. Mr. Crisp's daughter, Dawna, was last year's recipient of the Ralston Purina Scholarship.

George Wesley receives " belated" appreCiatiOn plaque from President
Holloway. Wesley who is Community Relations Director at KTVY, Channel 4,
serves as one of the members of the Public Relations Advisory Board and was
unable to be present at the time the presentations to all members of the Board
were made.

Alice Swain, National President of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., is presented LU's "Outstanding Service Award." Mrs. Swain is one of two LU graduates serving as national president of GreekLetter organizations with membership numbering in the thousands. Dr. L. Benjamin Livingston,
Grand Basileus of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., presently serves as Consultant Psychologist and
Professor at UCLA.
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Anna Heath, representative for the Western Electric Company, presented President Holloway a check for $500 to provide scholarship
assistance for a deserving Langston University student. The President expressed his appreciation to Western Electric for the strong
support given Langston through the years in aiding students to pursue their educational goals. Heath is Section Chief at the Oklahoma
City Western Electric Company.

A reception was held for Major General Calvin Franklin (left) at the Lincoln Plaza following his address during one of the regularly
scheduled assembly hour. Pictured with Major General Franklin, who is presently the Commanding General for the District of Columbia
National Guard, is Colonel Tom Daniels who accompanied him to Oklahoma.

Daryl Baker (center) shown receiving the Gail Armstrong Memorial Scholarship Award from President Holloway. The $500 scholarship
is sponsored by Tom Daniels and his wife Doris in memory of Mrs. Daniels' sister. Pictured with Daryl is his proud father, Willie Baker,
Sr.
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Colonel James Case hand delivered the document certifying Langston University to offer the ROTC Program at the university. ROTC
returned to Langston after a five year absence. It first appeared on
the campus in 1918. After several years of operation, the program
was terminated in 1955. The program reappeared in 1977 only to
fade away one year later. Clyde Montgomery, an army reserveman
for the past ten years , will direct the program . ROTC will pay up to
$250 tuition for all of their participants and an additional $100 per
month as a living expense.

Dr. Joy Flasch, Chairperson of the Communication Department and president of the Langston/ Coyle Business
and Professional Women 's Club and President Holloway
are pictured with Senator Bill Dawson following his address at a meeting of the club.

However demanding the job of president of Langston University may be, Dr. Holloway makes the
time available to host a "Zodiac Party' every month
for students, faculty and staff each of whom receives a personal invitation. This sensitivity is just
one of the traits which makes the LU family proud
to call him " Mr. President."
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Beverly H. Smith , Personnel Director

Angela R. Kelso, Administrative Assistant, President's Office

Marcia L. Moore, Secretary/ Receptionist President' s Office
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Dr. Reuben D. Manning, Vice President for Academic Affairs

Linda Williams, Administrative Assistant Office of Academic Affairs
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Barbara Hurte, Office of Academic Affairs

Dr. Elbert Jones, Vice President for Student Affairs

Joseph L. Brown, Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs

Deborah Smith, Administrative Assistant, Office of Student Affairs
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Bryan M. Kinney, Vice President for Fiscal and Administrative Affairs

Jennifer Hatfield, Executive Assistant for Fiscal Affairs
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Marilyn Pohl, Office of Fiscal Affairs

James A. Simpson , Dean of Institutional Support

Clara B. jackson, Administrative Assistant

Gladys R. Johnson, Director of Public Relations
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H . Ali ne joh nson, In terim Director for Cooperative State
Research Services. Affir mative Ac ti on Officer and Executive Assista n t to the Preside n t

Scientists in the Research Services have found through their "small farm s proj ec t"
that a person living off the land can again become self-sufficient. One phase of the
project involves rai sing fi sh in cages in the farm ponq to a har~e s table stze of
somewhere near one pound . Shown above is Glen Gebhart, Co-Pnnopal lnvesh gator of the project.
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Lynne Simpson , Edwin jennings and Dr. M .A.B. Mallik, re search scientist with
CSRS, look at some of the equipment that the students worked with during their
summer apprenticeship with the U.S. Department of Agriculture Research Program at the re search department.

John Smith, Registrar

Gilbert Tampkins, Coordinator for 1890 Programs

Jacquelyn Todd , Director Financial Aid

Thomas Todd , Business Manager
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Dr. jean B. Manning, Federal Relations Officer

Gretana L. Hall, National Executive Secretary Langston University Alumni
Association

Willis L. Brown, Director Institutional Research

Helen Bolton , Federal Relations and Insti tutional Research

Dr. Wessylyne A. Simpson, Division of Education

Dr. Maurice L. Love, Division of Arts and Sciences and Chairperson of Department of Mathematics

Directors Of Divisions

Dr. Raymond C. Johnson, Director Division of
Applied Sciences and Chairperson of Department
of Technology

Mary M. Smith, Director of Nursing
Almeda C. Parker, Director Division of Business
and Management
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Dr. Sarah Thomas, Chairperson Department of Biology

Dr Elwyn B. Welch, Chairperson Department of English

Chairpersons

Dr. Lemuel Berry, Chairperson Department of Music

Dr. Les ter Clark, Acting Chairperson Department of Health , Physical Education and Recreation
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Dr. joy Flasch , Chairperson Department of Communication

Dr. Ada Lois Fisher, Chairperson Department of Social Science

Chairpersons

Mr. Richmond Kinnard , Chairperson Department of Agriculture
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M s. Ramona Kellam , Department of Home Economics

Instructional Stoff

Delrnessahu Atlabachew, Business Administration

Emmaline joyce Brown, Horne Economics

lrabell juanita Cotton, Art

Dr. jo Ann Devries, Busi ness and Management

Elva L. Edwards, Reading

joseph E. Evans, Music
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Verlene Farmer, Social Science/ Religion

Theodis Green, Technology

Clarence Hedge, Technology

Eloise Hemphill , Business Administration

John Hilbert , Communication
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Janet Hollier, Communication

JoAnna Howard, Social Science

Brenda Seward-Jones, Music

Dr. Louise C. Latimer, English

Dr. Ethyl K. Johnson, Biology

Dr. Walter L. Jones, Biology

Dr . Steve B. Latimer, Chemi stry
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Lester V. LeSure, Communication/ Radio Station Manager

Clyde Montgomery, Music

James R. Moore, Coordinator Corrections Program

Roosevelt Nivens, Health, Physical Education and Recreation

Dr. Albert O ' Bryant , Coordinator Urban StudiPs Program

James W . Pettus , Mathematics

Willard C. Pitts, Communication

Larry L. Prock, Communication

In Hai Ro , Technology

Dr. Mamie L. Slothower, Education and Behavioral Science

Dr. John K. Snodgrass, Social Science

Sylvetta Striplin, Home Economics
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Alice Swain , Division of Education

Olether Toliver, English

Rudolf Walker, Technology

Dr. Alta Watson, Division of Education

Jimmie L. White, Agriculture

Debessai Zerom, Business Administration

(Editor's Note Ruth E. Swatn authored the book ADA LOIS - THE SIPUEL STORY
Following are excerpts from the Prologue and lntroductton. The book is ingeniously and
,uperbly written with a senstttvtty that deptcts the personality of a great lady that few people
have haC: the opportunity to know).

PROLOGUE
" In 189b, the Un1ted States Supreme Court rendered a decision in the case of
Ple'>sy versus Ferguson which established the separate but equal doctrine and
symbolically placed the nation 's blessing on the Souths victory. Justice John
Marshall Harlan dissented and asserted that 'Our Consitution is colorblind, and
neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. In res pect of civil right s, all
nttzens are equal before the law. Justice Harland was in the minonty, and the
majority of the court found that separate fa ctlities for Negroes were and could be
equal.
" In spite of all the handicaps, black students still achieved, and they often
wondered what it would have been like if their educational race with others had
been a fair race. Not only did they graduate from colleges, but they so ught
advanced degrees.
"The NAACP, with well-grounded faith in the progress of the whole human race,
sought to strike down the educational pillar of segregation. This organization was
to win the first of a series of important victories in 1948, when the United States
Supreme Court ruled in the case of Sipuel v Oklahoma.
" Black Americans of the 1940's looked ahead toward a better society, a perfected
democracy, an inspiring future. Courageous stude nt s had to be willing to be
educational pioneers, capable of withstanding many injustices, in order to sec ure
the bright tomorrow and create a better world.
" Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher was one of these pioneers. ·

Mrs. Ruth E. Swain, Assistant Professor of Social Science

I TRODUCTJON
The year was 1928 and the autumn sun streamed
through the windows of the small, white frame
building which was the Church of God in Christ in
Chickasha, Oklahoma.
" Pews were filled to capacity
Seated in the first
pew were Mrs. Sipuel, the bishops wife, and their
three children : Lemuel, Ada Lois and Helen . The
Sipuel family occupied this pew whenever services
were held at the church.
"The sermon , the heart of the service, was delivered
with eloquence, as the bishop was a dynamic
speaker. He always provided spiritual food for his
flock and he never bored a listener. As he neared
the conclusion of his message the pianist softly
played a spiritual and hummed the melody.
' Ada Lois also played on her make -believe piano
and smiled to her brother who wa~ seated beside
her. No one present could imagme that thi s small
girl would one day play a real tune o n Oklahoma 's
grand piano and make beautiful mu;ic for her race.
"Thi s is the story of that small girl story of Ada Lois.

this is the

Dr. Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher and Mrs. Swain
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Professional Stoff

Margie L. Allen , Counselor Registrar 's Office
Joseph R. Agonzino, Horticulturist
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Deborah K. Bonner, Assistant Bursar

Charles E. Brookins, Head Reference Librarian

Francis W . Cooke, M.D. Universi ty Physicia n

Orville L. Cornelius, Chief of Security

Thelma Braggs, PBX Operator

LeMar Davis, Recruiter High School/College
Relation s

Raymond Fortune, Ass istant D irec to r of Financial Aid

3heila Fugett, Co un selor, Financial Aid

Mary Green , Counselor, Young Hall

Thelma Holly, Supervisor, Game Room

David James, Director, Food Services

Elizabeth Jones, Cooperative Education

Willie L. Lawrence, Counselor, Special Services

Cassandra Lawson, Counselor, Talent Search

Lo retta Franks, Communicat io n
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Rayfer Mainor, Counselor, Special Services

jeri Marshall , Counselor, High School and College Relations

Karen McCarroll , Financial Aid

Yvonne Montgomery, Coordinator, Cooperative Education

Gwynel Patterson, Assistant Registrar

Josephine Peters, Student Union Director

Vera Powell, Supervisor of Health Center

Rosalind Savage, Curator, Black Heritage Center

Burnell Smith, Head Counselor, Talent Search

Ali ce Wall s, Ass istant Business Manager

Patricia Love, Bursar

Pat Moorman, Payroll Accountant

Lisa Scott, Business Office

Donna Smith, Business Office

Ernestine Clinton , Division of Education

Henderson Smith , Inventory Accountant Physical Plant

Sheila Hutchinson, left, and Claudia Keith, right , talk with Phillip Muse, center, in the Communication Skills Lab which has been added to the Communication Department as the result of a grant by the
Fund for Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) for a journalism Enrichment Program .
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Shelby K. Lauener, Athletic Personnel Director

James W. Hilliard, Jr. , Sports lnformaiton Director

Mack Tyrone Gray, Director, Printing Shop

Burnell 0. Hills, Intramural Sports Director

Cooperative Extension
The pictures on this page contain only a partial representation of personnel in Cooperative Extension who are aiding
Langston University in discharging its public service obligation to the rural communities in Oklahoma in areas of
community development, family living, and youth development.

Ruby D. King, Assistant Administrator

Glenda Nash, Area Program Age n t/ Rural Development

Flossie Ann Thurston, Area Program Agent

Ivory Moore,

Jr., Area Program Agent for Youth Development
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Cooperative State Research Services
The Cooperative State Research Services (CSRS) had its genesis on the
Langston campus in 1972 with a basic
grant from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture of $429,055. After eleven
years, the grant has more than doubled that amount, which is indicative
of the extent of the program's contribution not only to Langston University but to the nation. The research program is housed in the completely
modernized University Men Dormitory.

O.r. Bibekananda Mohanty, Project Director
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Dr. B. j . Mehta, Staff Scientist

Dr. Keith W. Hawxby, Re search Professor

Booker T . Morgan , Research Assistant

Irving A. Ru ssell, Staff Scientist

Dr. Cho K. Yi , Project Director

Dr . William M. johnson , Research Professor

Dr. Douglas T. Chan , Principal Investigator

Physical Plant

Robert Reynolds, Director of Physical Plant

Robert Crawford, Supervisor of Custodians

Lorraine Spangler, Administrative Assistant

Andrew Gilstrap, Custodian

Joseph "Bennie" Roberts, Head Painter

'/

Everett Newton, Electrician
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ORGANIZATIONS

Row 1 -Pamela Hill, Denise Baker, Carol Douglas, Kimila Abernathy, Vernalynne Carter, Debra Ausbie, Portia McGutha. Row 2 - Wanda White, Rochelle Walters, Kim
Thomas, Donzella Allen, Lois Coleman, Sally Teal, Willetta Gibbs, Stephanie Hughes, Debbie Brothers.

Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.
Beta Upsilon Chapter

1982-83 Membership
Kimila Abernathy
Clara Allen
Donzella Allen
Debra Ausbie
Vetoria Austin
Denise Baker
Delores Barnett
Karen Blanchard
Debbie Brothers
Kim Brown
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Trudy Carr
Vernalynne Carter
Lois Coleman
Chiquita Cotton
Jacy Crawford
Lisa Crisp
Julie Dixon
Carol Douglas
Henri Frazier
Sharon Gibbs
Willetta Gibbs

Lorraine Hart
Pamela Hill
Stephani Hughes
Margaret 1ohnson
Valerie Kinne!
Etta Lowe
Thelma McBride
Karen McCarroll
Portia McGutha
Etta Mewborn
Carla Miller

Princella Porter
Carolvn Stewart
Sally Teal
Deborah Thomas
Kim Thomas
Marilyn Tims
Avis Turner
Shirley Walker
Cheryl Walters
Rochelle Walters
Wanda White

Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc.
Beta Epsilon Chapter

johnny Deal,
Pres.
-PBSRobert Kirtz
Ronald Moncrief
Toni Sanusi

-PBS-PBSGreg Langley
johnny Morgan
Levenson Smith
II

Olufemi Akadiri
Michael
Colebrook
1ose Leonard
Sam Nwanko
Michael Strong

jamaal Anibaba
Ronald Collins
Gary Lewis
Sylvester Onyia
Francisco Vega

Carl Bentford
AI Conkleton
Howard
Madison
Charles Pope
George Ward

Paul Carter
Phillip Gaddis
Larry Mallard
Stephen Russell
Darryl Wilson

Terry Clark
Rick james
Donald
Moncrief
Raphael Samuel
Willard C. Pitts,
Adv.

1982-83 Membership
Satari Adelkan
Aleda Adeyemi
Olufemi Akadiri
Jamaal Anibaba
Carl Bentford
John Beverley
Eugene Blackwell
Paul Carter
Terry Clark
Michael Colebrook
Ronald Collins
AI Conkleton
Johnny Deal
Craig Finley
Phillip Gaddis
William Gross
Juan Harris
Will Holland
Rick James
Robert Kirtz
Greg Langley
Jose Leonard
Gary Lewis
Howard Madison
Larry Mallard
Donald Moncrief
Ronald Moncrief
Johnny Morgan
Samuel Nwanko
Olajide Olaniran
Sylvester Onyia
Gokay Oyekan
Charles Pope
Frank Price
Lewis Robinson
Stephen Russell
Raphael Samuel
Toni Sanusi
Barry Smith
Juan Smith
Levenson Smith II
Michael Strong
Reuben Tindal
Victor Tisdell
Year! Tolbert
Louis Umude
Francisco Vega
George Ward
Darryl Wilson
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Row 1 - Toni Hill , Tanya Ruffin , Gwendolyn Peoples, Gail Thomas, Ruth Lee, Flechia Steward. Row 2- Shellye Gandy, Lolitta Tucker, Genevieve Scott, Bonnie Thomas,
Philippa Tibbs, Kessewaa Kesse, Monica Marshall, jacquelyn Owens, Astra jackson.

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Zeta Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
was founded on January 16, 1908
and initiated the movement of
Greek letter sororities among
Black women in America.

1982-83 Membership

Sharon Franks
Shellye Gandy
Terrian Gray
Toni Hill
Astra Jackson
Kessewaa Kesse
Deborah King
Cassandra Lawson
Ruth Lee
Monica Marshall
Marion Martin
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Jacquelyn Owens
Gwendolyn Peoples
Tanya Ruffin
Genevieve Scott
Trudy Smith
Flechia Steward
Bonnie Thomas
Gail Thomas
Philippa Tibbs
Lolitta Tucker
Angelyn Turner

1982-83 Membership

Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc.

Odessa Braggs
Carla Edwards
Shawna Fields
Gerri Hawkins
Teresa McElroy
Lecia Swain
Naomi Wright

Iota Chapter
Row 1 -Odessa Braggs, Teresa McElroy. Row 2 -Carla Edwards, Shawna Fields.

11 9

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Alpha Pi Chapter

Row 1 - Christopher Sheppard, Kenneth McCall, Pierre Trotter, Willie
McGhee, Norbert johnson, John DeVoe, jeffrey )one. Row 2 - Fontayne
Payton, Eric Austin, Keith Troupe, Stanley Stevens, Anthony Seymour,
Larry Smith, Quinton Gray, Darwin Sellars, Bernard Bryant, Joe Clark,

Donnie Barnett, Caesar Latimer, Ralph Smoote. Not Pictured: Patrick Cudjoe, Jerome Divinity, Timothy Dortch, jonathan Erivin, Douglass Hemphill, Tony Horton, Excel! LaFayette, jesse Lamont, Rodney Mitchell, Joe
Oneykwelu, Mark Staten, Floyd Wiley

Jimmy Hilliard, Jr.
Advisor

Langston University graduates took top honors at the 61st Middle Western Provincial
Council meeting held in Norman, OK. Recipients were Patrick G. Cudjoe '83, Stephen B.
Alexander Outstanding Undergraduate Award; Booker T. Morgan '54, elected to the
National Nominating Committee; Kermit Anderson '29, Province Polemarch's Special
Service Award; Dr. James B. Abram, Jr. '59, Grand Senior Vice-Polemarch; and Anthony
B. Hill '80, received the Art S. Williams Most Outstanding Graduate Brother Award.
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Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc., was founded January 5,
1911 at Indiana University. Alpha Pi Chapter was chartered
October 28, 1933 at Langston
University.

Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc.
Lambda Alpha Chapter

Row 1 - Ramona Dillon, D 'Nise Wyatt, Carla Wilson, Regina Hudson, Althea Williams.

1982-83 Membership

Stephanie Carter
Connie Clark
Ramona Dillon
Jeannie Dillworth
Edwina Hancock
Regina Hudson

Ruthie Jones
Marchita Masters
Sharon Patrick
Regina Patton
Althea Williams
Carla Wilson

D'Nise Wyatt
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Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Psi Chapter

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., was founded November 17, 1911, by Frank Coleman, Oscar Cooper,
Ernest Just and Bishop Edgar Love, at Howard Universi ty.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is dedicated to the four
cardinal principles: Manhood - respect for womanhood; Scholarship: eager to learn; Perserverance
- being able to withstand; and Uplift- the pride
one has.

Willie Weary
Advisor

Eric Thompson
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Row 1 -Sherman Sampson, Keith Foster, David Britt, Marc Terameau and Leonard McRae. Row 2 - Lancelot Edwards,
Angelo Brown, Mark Francis, David Cox and Brian Derring. Row 3 - Kevin Kearse. Row 4 - Andre Trotter and Lester
Sherman. Row 5 - Ernest Newby. Not Pictured: Duane Evans, Leon Fisher, Dale Stephens, and Anthony Priester.

Leonardo Lee

Archellus Ponds

Darrell Hill

Greg Hill

1982-83 Membership
Terrance Aikens
Billy Banks
Roque Bernadez
Gary Brown
Harold Dickerson
Travis Doolin
Stanley Gladney
Franklin Hill
Reginald Holloway
Martin Jones
Lovelle Leverette
Harley Lusk
Mark Malloy

Timothy Moon
Loveday Nwgu
Joe Oge
Maurice Palmore
Ricky Robinson
Greg Thomas
Billy Thompson
Harold Toliver
Levi Tomlin
Tremel! Turner
Lance West
Stanley Whitfield
Eugene Wideman

Dexter Wright

Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc., was founded D ecember
4, 1906, at Cornell University.
Beta Kappa Chapter, Langston University, was founded
M arch 12, 1932. Alpha Phi Alpha is the first Black Greek
organization.

Beta Kappa Chapter

Row I - Billy Thompson, Reginald Holloway, Ricky Robinson, Gregory Thomas, Franklin Hill, Lance West, Tremel! Turner. Row 2- Joseph Oge, Roque Bernadez, Darryl
Brock, Billy Banks, Harold Tolliver, Levi Tomlin, Lavelle Levorette, Timothy Moon, Steve Whitfield.
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The
Metamorphosis
· Fashion And
Modeling
Club
Presents
A Fashion
Show
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SPORTS

Lion Has Rich History At LU
What was in the minds of our early founders in
the building of the Colored Agricultural and
Normal University (now known as Langston
University) when the " lion" was chosen as mascot? Could it be because the Lion exemplifies
courage, boldness, bravery, ferocity and endurance --and Lion followers were all of that and
then some in surviving a "Lazarus menu" over
the years from the State of Oklahoma?
The Lion was also the " king" on the gridiron,
basketball court and cinder tracks before white
institutions started extensive recruiting drives
for Black athletes in the Sooner State during the
sixties and seventies.
A Langston Public Relations committee was
formed to have the Lion's "face lifted" to give
him a " new look" of ferocity and endurance.
"The first indication of an athletic program at
Langston is a photo of a baseball team in the
1902-03 catalogue," Zelia Patterson says in her
book, THE HISTORY OF LANGSTON UNIVERSITY.
Mrs. Patterson brings out some interesting history of athletics at LU during the early years.
A.H. Fuhr, who was a member of the football
team in 1907, stayed around until 1913 as a
"semi-official player."
"I was introduced to football in 1907 on the
same field where it is played now," Fuhr recalled. " I had never seen a ball game, and I
knew nothing about it except what I had
heard."

"Organized athletics were introduced sometimes before 1919, but Langston catalogues are
vague about details," Mrs. Patterson said.
While the Jim Crow laws were in full force .in
the 20's it didn't seem to have any effect on
President Marquess - he hired a white coach
because he wanted to beat a Kansas team. Somehow OU didn' t follow the President's example
- more than 35 years passed before Prentice
Gautt, an Oklahoma City Black, shattered the
"color barrier" at OU.
Coach McClure arrived on the LU campus to
take over the football reins in 1922. President
Marquess figured he had pulled off the coup of
the year if the Lions could defeat Topeka Institute of Kansas. The Kansans had wiped out the
Lions two straight years and the LU president
was hopeful for a Lion victory. His hopes were
dashed as Kansas chalked up its third straight
triumph. HowevE:r, the Lions did win the state
championship that year under Coach McClure.
Coach W .E. Anderson was named football
coach in 1923 when LU officially became a college. LU blanked Bishop, 7--0, to open the college season in Oklahoma City. The Lions were
unscored on for the next two years under Coach
Anderson. The present Anderson Field was
named after the successful coach.
C. Felton (Zip) Gayles arrived on the scene in
1930 as football and basketball coach. The Lions
really roared under Gayles in the two sports.
The Lions reigned as National Black Champions in 1941 when they blanked Brown College,

13-0, in the Vulcan Bowl.
Gayles also had the Lion basketball team hitting on all eight cylinders. The Lions won 51
straight games, taking the conference title three
times in four years. The Lions knew they were
the best and went out and defeated the Harlem
Globetrotters in Oklahoma City. Marques
Haynes, who later became a Globetrotter and
formed his own Harlem Magicians, along with
the Cudjoe twins - Lance and Lawrence were members of that team.
Among football greats were Moses " PiYi" Miller, who was captain and All-American in 1935,
Tim Crisp, the player with the "educated toe"
also starred in the 30' s.
Crisp took over the head football job in 1958
and brought along his outstanding quarterback,
Donald Lee Smith, from Ardmore. Smith quarterbacked the Lions to two Oklahoma Collegiate Conference titles and tied for first place
during his four year as a starter for Crisp.
Langston's last undefeated season in football
was in 1973, 10-0, when Thomas " Hollywood"
Henderson starred for the Lions. He was No. 1
draft choice for the Dallas Cowboys and went
on to star for Coach Tom Landry's Texans.
Yes, the early founders of Langston University
knew what they were doing when they named
the Lion mascot.
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1982 Football Lions

Willie F. Hurte
Head Coach

Roosevelt Nivens
Defensive Line
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Donald Lee Smith
Quarterbacks & Offensive
Backs

Di tz McLl vein
Defensive Backs

Cokey Wilson
Offensive Line

Marcus Jones
Line backers
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YOU have to have rhythm, if you wanta win, is the message the UAPB Band sends to the Langston Lions during halftime ceremonies.

All District

KEN "Foots" McCoy, a senior from Sacramento, Calif., was named to the NAJA All-District
second team as a punter. He was selected by
District 9 coaches. McCoy holds the record for
the longest punt in LU history - an 84-yard
boot against North Alabama during the 1982
season. He averaged 41.9 yards per punt. Receiving honorable mention were: Offense, Arnold Doss, Calvin Lewis, Darrell Hill, Leonardo
Lee; Defense, Randy Duncan, Tim Moon and
Leroy Hill.

QUARTERBACK Juan Smith, Tulsa sophomore, fakes a handoff to Lorenzo Breath, junior running
back from Tatums, in the game against the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff. The Arkansas eleven
chalked up a 38-18 victory over the Lions at Pine Bluff.
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1982 Results
OPPS

LU

6

Ft. Hays, Kan.
Northeastern
East Central
Bishop
North western
Texas Lutheran
Panhandle
Cameron
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Central State

15
14
35
45
17
34
24
43
38
52

68

TOTAL

317

9

0
0
0

13
8
6

8
18

Willie Hurte
Tokes Over LU
Football Reins
Coach Willie F. Hurte, who starred
for the Lions in the late SO's and early
60's, returned to Langston University
as head football coach in 1982, and he
brought back Donald Lee Smith, who
sparked the Lions in those days at
quarterback. As assistant coach, Smith
also coached under the head football
boss, Tim Crisp, at LU for a number of
years.

Texas Lutheran tripped LU, 34-8, in
Seguin, Tex. LU's scoring came on
Lorenzo Breath's 82-yard TD dash
and a safety.
Panhandle spoiled LU's Homecoming
with a 24-6 setback. Langston's lone
score came when Hill hit Ricky Williams with a 7-yard pass on the final
play of the game.
Cameron defeated the Lions, 43-8, at a
Homecoming in Lawton. Hill scored
on a one-yard keeper and Smith
chipped in the two-point conversion.
Arkansas U. at Pine Bluff turned back
the Lions, 38-8, on its home turf.
UAPB took a 24-0 halftime lead, but
the Lions came back with a pair of
touchdowns to trim the margin to 2412. Breath scored from the two and
Hill dashed six yards for the second
TD. A 19-yard pass from Hill to Williams was the final LU score.
The Lions closed out the season with a
52-6 loss to Central State. Williams
saved the Lions from a shutout when
he raced 19 yards to score.
LEADING the Lions' cheerleaders during halftime activities is Eubenia Bates.

It was a rebuilding year for Coach
Hurte as the Lions notched an 0-10
record.
In the opening game, Fort Hays, Kan.,
edged the Lions, 15-9. LU scored first
on an SO-yard march with the big
play, a 50-yard pass from Quarterback
Darrell Hill to his brother, split-end,
Greg Hill. The visitors came back and
took a 7-6 lead, but the Lions went
back on top with a field goal. The
Tigers then struck one more time for
the win.
Northeastern was foe No. 2 and the
Redmen blanked LU, 14-0, and the
Lions lost the following road game to
East Central, 35-0.
Bishop applied the third straight
whitewashing to the Lions, 35-0, in
Dallas. The Lions returned home the
following week and waged a good
fight with Northwestern before bowing, 17-13.
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After NW took a 7-0 lead, the Lions
tied the game, 7-7, when Hill ran five
yards for a TD and James Williams
kicked the extra point. Northwestern
scored a touchdown and kicked a field
goal for a 17-7 lead, but the Lions added a touchdown to wind up the scor-

RICKY WILLIAMS finds daylight in the Central State defense and gallops 19 yards for Langston' s
lone touchdown. The Bronchos won 52-6.

Sports

"Opportunities Unlimited"

LADY LIONS' track performers during the 1983 season were: Kneeling,
left to right, Linda Moore, Carnesha
Deaver and Judy Morrison; Back,
Coach Co key Wilson, Jackie Moore,
Lois Coleman and Brenda Moore. Not
pictured is Georgette Hankins.

Coach Says Lady Lions 'Super'
Coach Cokey Wilson sent seven women athletes into the NAIA District 9 Track meet at
Oklahoma Baptist University in April and the
entries carne up with 86 points.
"The young ladies were super," Wilson said.
"They carne out and gave more than a person
could ask for all year."
In the field events, the women won six places.
Georgette Hankins was fourth in the shot put,
fifth in javelin and second in discus. Brenda
Moore won sixth in javelin and Linda Moore
was fifth in the long jump. Darnesha Deaver
nailed down fourth place honors in the long
jump.
Langston's relay teams buzzed the oval for sec-

ond in two relay events. Brenda Moore, Linda
Moore, Lois Coleman and judy Moorison were
clocked at 4:45.5 in the 1600 meter relay. jackie
Moore replaced Coleman on the 440 relay quartet and the foursome stormed to a second place
finish with a time of 50.4.
Deaver sailed over the 100 meter high hurdles
to win fourth place. She also finished second in
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles.
The Moore twins, Linda and Brenda, sprinted to
third and fourth place honors in the 100 meter
dash.
Morrison was third in both the 200 and 400
meter dashes. Brenda Moore was fifth in the
200 and Linda sixth .
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1982-8J Record
OPPS.
LIONS
79
66
Oklahoma Christian
71
76
Phillips
87
79
USAO
75
73
Panhandle
93
84
Oklahoma Baptist
124
112
Bishop
73
78
East Central
88
82
Texas College (OT)
70
85
East Texas State
76
75
Northwestern
76
69
Northeastern
67
66
USAO
79
80
Southwestern
60
59
USAO
68
68
Northeastern

Terry Marshall
Assistant Coach

106
75
85
55
89
74
75
76
80
79
73
56
64
77

Bishop
Oklahoma Baptist
Central State
Bartlesville
Panhandle
Bartlesville
Northwestern
Oklahoma Christian
Phillips
East Central
Central State
Southeastern
Northwestern
Panhandle

98
71

74
54
108
55
95
88
77
69
66
54
61
78

Tropp Leads
Lion Scoring
Kenny Trapp paced the Lions to a 15-14 record
with a shooting average of 51 percent from the
field and 73 percent accuracy from the free shot
line. Trapp hit 225 of 440 from the field and 131
of 1979 from the charity stripe for 591 pointsa 21.1 game average. Trapp also led the team in
steals with 28.

Player

G

FG IT

TP AVG.

Trapp
Wilson
Scott
James
Bentford
Langley
Williams
Hughes
Palmore
Rodgers
Onyekwelu

28
19
21
8
29
25

225 131
234 69
154 54
5
41
110 51
83 31
32 30
20 29
24 12
22 11
8
15

591
337
362
87
311
197
94
69
60
55
38

12

20
14
21
16

21.1
17.7
17.2
10.9
10.7
8.0
7.8
3.5
4.3
2.6
1.5

LATHAN WILSON pumps in two points against Southeastern in the District 9 Tournament. No. 23 is
Jeff Hughes.
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Tough Act To Follow

Classy Lions
Upset Trotters
In '46 Clash
What can you say about Coach C. Felton "Zip" Gayles that
hasn't already been said. Gayles goes down in history as the
greatest Oklahoma coach that ever sent a quintet onto the
basketball maples . Few basketball coaches in the nation can
match the glittering mark he notched at Langston University during his long career at the helm.
Among the highlights of his lengthy coaching tenure at LU
came in March of 1946. That's when the scrappy Lions took
on the famous Harlem Globe Trotters in Oklahoma City.
Promoter John Dunlap put advanced tickets on sale at Veazey's Drugs at prices of $3.00, $1.50 and $1. High school
students could purchase ducats at $1.
Here's what an article in The Daily Oklahoman had to say
in a pre-game story:
"The Globe Trotters are equally good at straight, hardfought conventional basketball against a capable foe, or 3ring circus antics on the court. Either form of play is unequalled entertainment.
Against this veteran five will be the Lions, one of the finest
cage crews to be produced in a Negro university in the
Southwest. The Lions, under Coach Zip Gayles, have won 76
of their last 77 games with an overdrive attack that frequently reaches a 2-point-a-minute pace.
Langston has no comics on the squad, but Gayles has developed a team that can give and go with the fastest in the land.
The fast-break offense left auditorium fans spellbound here
last year as the Lions defeated the Kansas City All-Stars."
The Globe Trotters hit town and Coach Gayles had his eager
Lions ready for the 8 p.m. match in the Oklahoma City
Auditorium.
The auditorium was jam-packed when the two teams took
their warm-ups. Here's how The Daily Oklahoman described the classic contest:
"More than 4,000 basketball fans crammed into the Auditorium Wednesday night to watch the Langston Lions apply
their give and go dribble tactics to the world-famed Harlem
Globe Trotters to the tune of 74-70.
After showing the old hands how the youngsters can turn
the trick in true collegiate style, it was a 20-year-old guard,
Marques Haynes who swept past the stunned veterans for
26 points and scoring honors.
Playing a firebrand game of basketball, for which the Trotters themselves are noted, the Lions darted out in front 9-1
at the end of three minutes and not until four and one-half
minutes had elapsed did the Trotters finally get a bucket
from the field.

Coach C. Felton ''Zip'' ·Gayles
Then Big Duke Cumberland, who counted 22 points before
he was ousted on fouls midway through the third frame,
dunked a 2-pointer from the pivot post and the Trotters
came back to a 19-18 lead at the end of the first quarter.
The hardened, professionals continued to outdistance the
Lions through the second but their halftime margin was a
slim 37-33 mark. Coach Gayles' Southwest Conference
champions did okay in the first four minutes of the second
half and their exertion brought them a 48-44 lead.
In that four minutes, the top two colored combinations
must have set some kind of record - altogether, 28 points
went through the hoop, and Haynes hit three field buckets
in a space of 50 seconds.
During the desperate second half, the count was deadlocked
12 times and eight times the lead changed hands. Bernie
Price neatly flipped in eight points in the final four minutes
to give Harlem a 58-56 advantage at the end of the third.
The count was tied at 60-all and at 66-all and only in the last
two minutes did the Lions manage to squeeze ahead by their
four-point mark.
Lawrence Cudjoe, a mite-sized Lion who clipped the nets for
21 points and was the fly in the Trotters' soup all evening,
hit a neat lay-up shot after swiping the ball from oldtimer
Zack Clayton in the final minute."
These are great moments to cherish in Langston's sports
history.
The probable starters for LU that night were: Lawrence
Cudjoe and Lee Blair, forwards; Frank Luster, center; Marques Haynes and Willie Malone, guards.
Starting five for the Globe Trotters were: Ressy Hudson and
Ted Strong, forwards; Bernie Price, center; Duke Cumberland and Zack Clayton, guards.
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1982-8J Lady Lions

Season Record
LANGSTON
57
63
57
43
52
80
55
48
64
42
64
55
57
39

OPPONENT

Oklahoma Baptist
Bethany
Phillips
Oklahoma Christian
USAO
Panhandle
Bethany
Bishop
USAO
Oklahoma Baptist
Midwestern
Bethany
Northeastern
Northeastern

85
53
67
79
61
66
63
69
51
81
84
67
67
75

79
54
46
66
39
59
39
62
64
64
24
34
56

Bishop
UM, Kansas City
Central State
Tulsa
Cameron
Oklahoma Christian
Texas Wesleyan
Panhandle
Panhandle
Tulsa
Cameron
Oklahoma Baptist
Phillips

81
82
69
69
78
75
70
52
62
87
65
54
47

Coach O .B. Hills.
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Track
Coach Marcus Jones' speedsters scored points in eight
events at the annual NAIA District 9 men's track meet at
Oklahoma Baptist University in April.

" If we had more depth we could have possibly finished
higher in the standing," Jones explained.
Adrian Tarkington was fourth and Chris Casey fifth in the
100 meter dash. Tarkington was clocked at 10.78 and Casey
posted a 10.8. Casey was third in the 200 with a 22 flat and
Scott Pace was second in the 110 high hurdles with a 14.8

time.
Al Conkleton was second in the 110 high hurdles with 14.8.
The 440 relay team of Juan Smith, Casey, Conkleton and
Tarkington was second with a 42.5.
The 1600 meter relay team was sixth. The quartet included
Casey, Pace, Conkleton and Tarkington. They were timed in
3.30.

In field events Charles Pope fired the javelin 188 feet, 4
inches to place second. Tarkington jumped 21 feet, 1 Y2
inches for a fifth place finish in the long jump.

Coach Marcus Jones

Eleven athletes received letters at the awards banquet. They
included: Casey, Tarkington, Smith, Pope, Pace, Conkleton,
Arthur Forte, James Harding, John Moaning, Michael Lowe
and Varnell Underwood.

Etta Mewborn Is For The Lions All The Way.
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Baseball

DARRELL Hill clouts a single to drive in a run against Southwestern Bulldogs. Southwestern squeezed out a tworun decision.

Langston's baseball team looked on the bright side of the
1982 season - "We snapped a 20-game losing streak and
lost a number of close games," Coach Lester LeSure said.
"We are looking for a more fruitful campaign in 1983."
The Lions chopped down the giant Phillips Haymakers, 6-4,
to snap the losing streak. Darrell Hill kept the Phillips' bats
quiet and Donnie McKeever provided the slugging to give
LU the triumph.
Hill allowed Phillips only six hits, and McKeever went three
for four to add frosting to the victory. In the doubleheader,
McKeever collected three singles, a double and two home
runs.
The Haymakers edged the Lions, 10-9, in the second game.
Fourteen Lions were awarded letters at the Awards Banquet.
They included: Gregory Hill, Darrell Hill, Robert Kirtz,
Ronald Moncrief, Francisco Vega, Jackie Wilson, Craig Finley, Carmeil Green, Donald Moncrief, Darryl Wilson, Troy
Franklin, Tony Horn, Anthony Ward and Donald McKeever.
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Lester LeSure, Coach

Coach Attles
Spring Sports
Banquet Speaker
Coach Alvin Attles was speaker at the
Spring Sports Banquet when 47 athletes were awarded letters in women's
basketball, men's basketball, women's track, men's track and baseball.
Attles, in his 13th season as head
coach of the Golden State Warriors,
holds the record for the longest uninterrupted period with one team
among active coaches in the National
Basketball Association.
Attles coached the Warriors into the
NBA play-offs six of his 13 seasons,
and won the World Championship in
1974-75, divisional titles in 1974-75
and 1975-76. His 1975-76 team had the
best record in the league, 59-26.
He was a fifth round draft choice out
of North Carolina A&T State University and was the only rookie to make
the Warriors' Club that year.
Five high school coaches were honored during festivities. Four of the five
were Langston graduates.
Coaches honored were Frank Luster,
Ardmore; William Lee, Lawton;
Charles Davis, John Marshall, and
Johnny Johnson, Star Spencer, all LU
graduates, and Coach Ditz Mcllvain,
longtime coach at Perkins High
School, assistant football coach at LU.
Five special awards were given to students who helped during the seasons,
Regina Hudson, Cletha Payne, Steven
Whitley, James Webb and David
Britt.

ALVIN Attles, Vice-President and coach of the Golden State Warriors of the
National Basketball Association congratulates Kenny Trapp, left, NAIA District 9
leading scorer and Carl Bentford LU's assist leader. Both players received Most
Valuable Player Awards.
Receiving varsity letters in baseball
were: Gregory Hill, Darrell Hill, Robert Kirtz, Ronald Moncrief, Francisco
Vega, Jackie Wilson, Craig Finley,
Carmeil Green, Donald Moncrief,
Darryl Wilson, Troy Franklin, Tony
Horn, Anthony Ward and Donald
McKeever.
Men's Track: Christopher Casey, Arthur Forte, James Harding, John

Moaning, Michael Lowe, Adrian Tarkington, Vernell Underwood, Juan
Smith, Charles Pope, Scott Pace and
Al Conkleton.
Men's Basketball: Tyrone Rogers,
Milton French, Donnie Neal, Carl
Bentford, Gregory Langley, Lathan
Wilson, Joe Onyekwelu, Kenny
Trapp and Jeffery Hughes.
Women's Track: Darnisha Deaver,
Georgetta Hankins, Jackie Moore,
Andrea Morrison, Brenda Moore, Linda Moore and Zetra Coleman.
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Women's Basketball: Carla Grey, Valerie Crawford, Darnisha Deaver, Donna Jo Lee, Bonnie Thomas and Genevieve Scott.
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Lions Hove

Great Year
"We will win our share of ball games if we work hard enough and
dedicate ourselves to what we are trying to accomplish," said new head
coach Johnny Burks before the start of the 1982-83 basketball season.
The young Lion upstarts - no seniors on the team - made th e coach a
prophet by having a successful year on the basketball planks.
Coach Burks arrived on "The Hill" after three banner years as head
coach at Laney College, Oakland, Calif., where he notched a 66-19
record . He is a graduate of the University of San Franci sco. Assi stant
coach is Terry Marshall, graduate of Oregon College of Education.
Langston carved out a 15-14 record in the tough NAIA District 9
basketball arena. Coach Burks had the Lions purring as they hit the
district tournament. LU clawed its way into the finals before losing by
one point to Panhandle.
The Lions played eight games that were decided by one or two points.
LU won two of six games by one point and broke even in two-point
decisions.

Coach Johnny Burks

Guard Kenny Trapp sparked the Lions in the scoring column with 591
points in 28 games - a 21.1 game average. Lathan Wilson, guardforward , chipped in 337 points in 19 games for a 17.7 game average.
Forward Carl Bentford pumped in 331 points and Gregory Langley was
leading rebounder. He also scored 197 points.
Trapp punished the strings with 95 points, pulled in 25 rebounds and
pitched in with 14 assists to be named District 9 Player of the Week.

Kenny Trapp
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Milton French

Joe Onyekwelu

Donnie Neal

Lathan Wilson

Greg Langley

Tyrone Rogers

Carl Bentford

Jeff Hughes

I

Dr. ]o Ann Clark,
Director, Trio Program

Mae Dean Wyatt,
Director, Upward
Bound

Juanita Goff,
Counselor

,
Entertaining Are: Left To Right, Edward Cerrington, Raymond Simpson, Martin Augustine And Terry Buxton.

Ms. Dottie Ingram Teaches Social Graces.

Ms. Dottie
Ingram
Addresses
Upward
Dound
Students
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Block Heritage '83

"Building the Future on the Heritage
of the Past" was the theme of Black
Heritage '83 on the Langston University campus during February.
Among participants were the Oklahoma Legislative Black Caucus and Dr.
Ada Lois Fisher, Chairman of the Department of Social Science.
Other activities included:
Movie, "Amazing Grace"; Seminar,
"With All Deliberate Speed," Dr.
Fisher; Poet's Corner, Lansing Lee;
Assembly, "A Brief Review of Black
History Through Music"; Concert,
Metropolitan Baptist Church Gospel
Choir of Tulsa.

OKLAHOMA LEGISLATIVE BLACK CAUCUS - Dr. Elbert Jones, Vice
President of Student Affairs, presents State Rep. Freddye Williams, Oklahoma
City, an award following the Black Caucus' participation in Black Heritage '83.
Also receiving awards were, left, State Rep. Don Ross, Tulsa, and State Rep.
Kevin Cox, Oklahoma City.

Also, Miss Black Langston Pageant;
Concert, Choraleers of Langston; A
Tribute to Black Women, sponsored
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
Play, "Home," presented by B.L.A.C.,
Inc., and Black Heritage Production,
Music and Drama Departments.
Each February, the birth month of
Frederick Douglass, the LU Family
pays homage to their storied past.
Black Heritage Committee included
Joseph L. Brown, chairman, Gladys R.
Johnson, Brenda Jones, Rosalind Savage, Janet Hollier, Martin Jones and
Chiquita Cotton.

I Hove A Dream
I have a dream that one day out in the red hills of
Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of
slaveowners will be able to sit down together at
the table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the sta_te of
Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of
oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of
freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one
day live in a nation where they will not be judged
by the color of their skin but by their character. I
have a dream today ....
THANKS, DR. FISHER- Dr. Ada Lois Fisher, Chairman
of the Social Science Department, receives applause following her talk during Black Heritage '83. She was presented an
Appreciation Award from Joseph L. Brown, masters of ceremonies, and Assistant to the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
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Patrick Agu Lion.

His Name Means

Our African
Brothers And
Sisters Are
Active On
LU Campus
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A

Christy Franklin
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Photo Flashes
Mr. Macho

Tom Daniels presents Alice Allen $500 check. The Gail M .
Armstrong Memorial Scholarship is given annually by Tom
and Hazel Daniels.

The Winner -

Ted Oulds

Dorothy Tucker, Curriculum Specialist with State Department of Education, explains a point to Christopher Ford.
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Photo Flashes

New Life

14 2

Student Teacher

Parents' Day
On LU Campus
"We are determined
Quality
teaching, Quality learning" was the
theme for Parents' Day program Sept.
4 in William H. Hale Student Union
Ballroom.
Mr. Herbert Moore, president, presided, and President E.L. Holloway
outlined the "State of the University."
Leading discussion topics were: Quality Teaching, Quality Learning and
Impact of Quality Learning, (House
Bill 1706} and Dr. Wessylyne Simpson; Tutorial Programs, Dr. JoAnn
Clark; General Education; Impact of
Quality Learning, Dr. Walter Jones.
Mr. Emzie Crisp, vice-president of
Parents' organization, was in charge
of the second session. Mr. James
Simpson, Dean of Institutional Support, discussed Financial Information
with the group.
Music was in charge of Mr. Kenneth
Collier.
President Holloway installed the following officers for 1982-83:
Mrs. Alice Cobb, president; Mr. Rudy
Doss, vice-president; Mrs. Alma
Washington, secretary; Mrs. Mae
Dean Wyatt, treasurer, and Mr. Nathaniel Cobb, reporter.

President Holloway presents Mr. Herbert Moore, out-going president, an award at
Parents' Day.

Listening to a speaker at
Parents' Day are Mr. Nathaniel
Cobb and Mrs. Alice Cobb.
Mrs. Cobb was elected
president of the Parents'
organization and Mr. Cobb
was elected reporter for the
1982-83 school year.
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Future Leaders
Ready
To Toke
Over

"Tell Mr. Weinberger I'm turning all military weapons into plowshares."

"Open up, I'm ready to take over."

Head Start students learn about hatching eggs.
"Mr. President, we need to increase
the ice cream budget."
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Bill Thompson is at the controls at LU
Radio Station KALU-FM .

Listening
And
Learning

Ramon Torry shows off his work of art.

Barry Smith, of Nassau,
spent New Year's Eve,
working on a montage of
faculty and staff. " It was a
great way to bring in the
New Year," he smiled.
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Photo Flashes
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Rubye Hall receives plaque

Tammy Stinson checks her winnings

Bulldozer wipes out old Home Ec Cottage

Michael Wilkerson -

A Lion with the sax

Dr. Guzzetta Returns
To LU Campus
Langston University's mid-year Faculty-Staff Workshop was held Jan. 6-7,
1983. Activities were centered around the theme " Enhancing Quality
Learning."
The University welcomed back to the campus, after an absence of 15 years,
Dr. Dominic J. Guzzetta, President of The University of Akron. Throughout the 1965-66 and 1966-67 school years, the institution retained Dr.
Guzzetta as consultant on overall institutional organization and administration. Dr. Guzzetta at the time of his visitations to Langston was Senior
Vice President and Provost of The University of Akron and served as
chairman of the North Central Association visitation team . Dr. Guzzetta
has served as senior Vice President and Provost and Professor of Education
at The University of Akron; President and Professor of History at Marian
College, Indianapolis, Indiana, before accepting his present position.
Dr. Reuben Manning, Vice President for Academic Affairs, gave the" Background and Significance of the Workshop" and Dr. Sarah Thomas, Chairman of the Biology Department, gave the faculty response to Dr. Guzzetta's
address. President Erne.st L. Holloway introduced Dr. Guzzetta.

Dr. Dominic Guzzetta

"The Urban Mission of Langston University: Where Do We Go From
Here? " was discussed by Dr. Raymond Johnson, Mrs. Sylvia Lewis, Dr.
Roosevelt Mack, and Dr. John Snodgrass.
"The Role of the Adjunct Professor: Current Trends and Futuristics" was
discussed by a panel consisting of Dr. Paul Inbody, Alfred Rutland, Clayton Edwards, and William Franklin.
"Developing the Inner City: Implications for Higher Education" was discussed by Dr. Albert O 'Bryant, Ralph W . Mcintosh, and Milton T. Goodwin.
On Friday, "Developing and Measuring Competencies" was discussed by
Dr. Jo Ann Clark, Dr. Louise Latimer, Mrs. Mary Smith, Dr. Wessylyne
Simpson, and Dr. Maurice Love. John Smith discussed "Registration Policies and Procedures" and personnel in the department of communication
discussed " New Dimensions in Public Relations ."

Dr. Sarah Thomas
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Technology Department captures first place in the Homecoming parade

Technology Fair
The first Technology Fair was held in the
William H. Hale Student Union Faculty
Lounge. Student designed record cabinets,
coffee tables and end tables, Drafting students model houses.
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Approximately 15 high schools participated in the third annual Langston University Speech Tournament for A and B Class High Schools. This year's
winners in the debate category (Class A) were from Seminole High School : Piper Mills, Suzanne Hale, Amy Baxter and Cheryl Goss.

Harlan Ballard, Student Government Association President 1982-83, was one of
some 225 Black student leaders from over 150 colleges and universities across the
nation to attend the first PUSH (People United to Save Humanity) Excell Black
Student Convention held at the National Headquarters of PUSH in Chicago.
" Every human being of legal age should exercise his or her right to vote; we as
Blacks should encourage our Black brothers and sisters, as well as other minorities
to go and vote every chance we get," stated Dr. Jesse Jackson to the students who
were invited to the convention by The Reverend Tyrone Crider, National Youth
Director of PUSH Excell, and coordinator of the event.
Ballard, who is a senior at Langston, is a 1979 graduate of Muskogee High School
and the son of Mrs. Gladys Ballard and the late Felix Ballard. In addition to
serving as SGA president, Harlan is a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
Alpha Phi Omega National Fraternity, Kappa Kappa Psi Honorary Band Fraternity, Oklahoma Army National Guard and the Baptist Student Union.
Ballard, the only Oklahoman at the convention, was one of 20 students who were
chosen to receive the PUSH Excell Student Leadership Award. He said that being
invited to the convention was an honor, but winning an Award was a surprise as
well as an honor.
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Irene Ryan Scholarship Nominees

David Brewer

Althea Williams

David Brewer's part of Thurio, a young, energetic, and aristocratic Irish
tenor in the production of the rock musical comedy, "Two Gentlemen of
Verona" won him the nomination for the Irene Ryan Scholarship.

care, interpersonal communication, and modeling.

Brewer, a native of Omeha, Neb., is a graduate of Omaha Technical High
School. While there, his performances included "Fiddler on the Roof,"
"South Pacific," "West Side Story," and "The Wiz."
He sang with the Omaha All-City Choir. In state vocal competition, he
received superior ratings as a high tenor. His interest guided him to the
modeling runways of Omaha's department stores. He was also a modeling
instructor at the Barbazon School of Modeling in Omaha.
Fern Brewer, David' s mother, encourage him to attend a traditionally Black
university. He arrived at Langston in the fall of 1981 as an entering
freshmen.
Brewer's portrayal of Scrooge in the 1981 Langston production "The
Christmas Carol" was his debut on the Langston stage. Brewer's majors are
music education and music performance with an emphasis in voice.
Maintaining a 3.50 overall average, Brewer stated that he enjoys campus
life. Metamorphise, a Langston fashion club, was founded by Brewer. The
objectives of this club are to instruct students in fashion techniques, hair
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" ! came to Langston to get an education and to improve myself," said
Althea Williams, sophomore music major from Casper, Wyo. And that is
just what she is doing.

The role of Sylvia in the musical comedy "Two Gentlemen of Verona"
earned her the nomination for the Irene Ryan Scholarship. The play proved
to be a big challenge for her. She auditioned with the intent of merely being
in the production. Later when the principal actress did not return, Williams
got the part.
Williams enjoys music very much and has centered her life around musical
endeavors. She was very active musically at home in Casper. Her greatest
inspiration is her mother Alma B. Williams.
She graduated from Kelly Walsh High School in 1981 where she participated in the Trojanaires Choir. Althea has lived in Wyoming most of her life.
However, during her sophomore year in high school, she lived in Bakersfield, CA. While there she sa ng on TV for the first time, " Lift Every Voice
and Sing" during Black History Month - representing West High School.
"Of all my experiences, I have learned most at Langston University,"
Althea said.

House Brings Happiness
(by Quincey Moaning)

Standing near hi s existing home, Theodore Clark reviews his past as he looks toward his future new home. (Photo by Phillip Muse)

Some things get better with time and
this is definitely true for 78 year old
Theodore Clark of Langston who is
just moving into a modern new home
after living twenty years with none of
life's conveniences .
Tears of joy ran down Clark's face
recently as he spoke of now having
running water, electricity and indoor
plumbing.
The new house was built under a project called Rehab. Clark is the second
person in Langston to qualify for the
relocation phase of the project.
In 1981 Langston qualified for 1.8 million dollars in the form of a block
grant. Through these funds Langston
citizens who were eligible were to receive safe sanitary and decent housing. Some were able to have existing
homes restructured, while others simply needed to start over.
Clark was definitely in the category
that needed to start over, as his former
dwelling was leaning precariously
and apparently ready to collapse. It
was almost impossible to heat and

hard to keep sanitary without running
water.

were hard and he worked all day in
the cottonfields .

The old house was razed to the ground
to make room for a yard at the back of
Clark's new house. While he is delighted with the new home he is getting, he does have many memories associated with his former dwelling
place.

A house of this type was a luxury
then, and his parents no doubt felt the
same thrill he is now experiencing at
moving into a new and different
house.

When he was just a child his father
purchased the building which had
previously been a drugstore. Much of
the furniture he bought is still there.
There is an old stove Clark says his
father purchased for $45.
A room at the back where the roof has
long ago caved in contains a sign that
says "Guthrie Cottonseed."
The rest of the lettering is unclear.
Perhaps it was the name of a business,
or possibly just a listing of products
offered at a feed store.

Members of the construction crew relate how Clark came over daily and
watched with pride as the new house
progressed. They say they are happy
for Clark as he " probably needed the
house worse than anyone else in
town."
Clark says he plans to spend a lot of
time just staying home and watching
television after this .
" But first I'm going to get together
with my family and friends and celebrate," he says.

Throughout the rest of the home are
other reminders of a time now long
past. Clark's face takes on a faraway
look as he thinks back to when times
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Gigantic festivities took place over the State of Oklahoma in celebration of
our 75th anniversary. And, it was for every Oklahoman- in every corner of
the Sooner State and everywhere. The "Diamond Jubilee" was celebrated in
grand style during the Statehood Day Parade in downtown Guthrie.

The Langston University Marching Pride Express moved smartly through the City of Guthrie
during the Parade.

Former Langston University professor Zelia Black Patterson, one of the members of the Diamond Jubilee Commission who planned all of the activities for
the year-long celebration, rode in the Statehood Day Parade. Mrs. Patterson is also author of Langston University: A History.
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